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History prof brings Ecuador home on film

to be shown

Josh Moraghan
LUMBERJACK

at HSU

A trip toLos Bagles in Eureka might take
you farther south than you expected
— you
could wind up seeing a little bit of Ecuador.
On the walls of the bagel shop are David
Allyn’s photos. Allyn, aprofessorof African
and Middle Eastern history at HSU, spent
eight weeks in Ecuador last summer —
seven weeks on the mainland and eight
days on the Galapagos Islands.
For the last two
summers, Allyn was in
Southern Africa working on a video documentary about Namibia’s independence.
The trip to Ecuador
was meant to be a vacation, but Allyn,
struck by the inter- David Allyn
esting surroundings,
documented the expericnce on film.
The exhibit is comprised of 22 blackand-white photos selected from 450
negatives Allyn produced while in Ecuador.
The selection was meant to be divided into
two parts — the mainland photos and the
island photos, but the differences are easy
to detect. The mainland photos are mostly
of the indigenous Indian people and their
humanenvironment while the island photos
are of wildlife.
Many of the photos were the products of
being at the right place at the right time, but
some have stories behind them. One of
these images is “The Weaver,” a picture of
an old Indian woman and her loom, made
of bamboo and wood.
“In the highlands of the Andes mountains,
the Indians are not so jaded by Western or
American visitors and tourists,” Allyn said.
“They’re very warm and friendly.
We talked
with the weaver for over an hour before the

Louls J. Cyon
LUMBERJACK STAFF

“I figured we weren't at risk, so we didn’t
bother” is something you might have heard
lately from one of your peers.
Chances are, if you are a heterosexual man
or woman, you may have said it yourself.
AIDS education will be the focus in
Humboldt County this weekend when the
Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt will be
displayed at HSU.
The event is sponsored by the North Coast
AIDS Project (NORCAP), the Humboldt
County AIDS Task Force and HSU. NORCAP,
a program of the Humboldt County Health
Department, is coordinating the event.
Rob
Jarvis,
NORCAP’s
assistant
coordinator, provided the driving force in
bringing the quilt to Arcata.
“Aside
from being heavily involved
in AIDS
education in Humboldt County, I had never
seen the quilt,” he said.
“The quilt helps to bring humanity to the
AIDS crisis,” Jarvis said. “It’s a traditional
craft which helps people to see AIDS in a nonthreatening manner.”
The Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt
was designed to educate people about AIDS
awareness, which is why NORCAP
and related

organizations place such importance on it.
“Most health-care organizations feel that
heterosexuals are the third wave in the AIDS
epidemic, gay men being first and I.V. drug
users the second,” Jarvis said.
Astory in the San Francisco Chronicle Sept.
25 reported that in Africa, AIDS is primarily a
heterosexual disease.
Jarvis said there are 1,500 people carrying
the HIV virus in Humboldt County alone. Of
these 1,500, 56 have been diagnosed with
AIDS,
and of those 56,35 have died within the
last two years.
The June 1991 edition of the Califormia
HIV/AIDS Update newsletter demonstrates
the problem is getting worse among

See Quilt, page 6
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History Professor David Allyn, while on an eight-week visit to
Ecuador and the Galapagos Isiands, snapped more than 400 photos
of people and the environment. This photo was taken at a market In
Otavalo in northern Ecaudor. About 20 of Allyn’s photos are on
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“The Pilgrimage” shows Ecuadorans
praying near a large cross and statue of the
Virgin Mary before a dramatic hilly
landscape. Four years ago a young woman
saw the image of the Virgin Mary appear in
this remote part of Ecuador. It has since

display at Los Bagels in Eureka.

See Ecuador, back page
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Wilson vetoes timber-reform package
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A landmark timber-reform
package, intended to end Califor-

nia’s timber wars through compromise, met its demise with a
veto from Gov. Pete Wilson
Friday.
The four-bill package, dubbed
the “Sierra Accord,” which was
recently consolidated
into one bill,
AB 860, would have restricted
logging practices on California’s

6.1 million acres of timberlands.

Since his veto, Wilson has
promised his own plan. “I renew
my commitment
to genuine reform
and ask the Legislature
to join me
in restoring science
and fairness as
the means to achieve the balance
California
needs to maintain ahigh
level of environmental protection
in an economically sensible
manner,” Wilson said. His plan
includes the introduction of his

Humboldt County’s Simpson
Timber Co. and Pacific Lumber
Co.
Wilson said he will meet with
interested parties to begin
developing and revising his bill
for action when the Legislature
convenes in January.

Under Wilson’s direction, the

own alternative bill, SB 525. The

California Board of Forestry is
meeting this week to talk about
implementing some of the
provisions in SB 525, without

bill has gained the support of

legislation, under its existing

authority, including to “define
and

require protection of ancient
forests.”

While some timber companies

have
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stated they will support

Wilson’s bill in January, some

environmentalists have already
begun circulating an initiative.
While the Sierra Accord is based
on a compromise, the initiative
being circulated by the Sierra Club
and other environmental groups,

See Veto, page 14
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Harassmentexists at HSU
Heather Boling
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Everyone seems to be aware of the sexual
harassment charges involving Judge
Clarence Thomas and Professor Anita Hill,
but few are aware of similar cases at HSU.
During the 1990-91 academic year, there

were 28 cases of harassment or discrimination on the basis of gender reported to the
Affirmative Action Office. As of Aug. 1,
eight cases have been reported.
Dina Goodwill, Associated Students vice
president of legislative affairs, is in the
process of organizing a sexual harassment
task force. With the help of five other women,
most of whom are victims of harassment or
discrimination, Goodwill plans to take the
necessary steps to become a formal club to
gain recognition and develop an identity on
campus.
“The main thing is being visual as a
group, and to get the word out that this does
happen, over and over again,” Goodwill
said.
The task force would function as a support network for students who feel uncomfortable approaching administrators about
particular incidents, Goodwill said. She said
as of now, all support and counseling has
been informal amongst friends, but she is
interested in going through any necessary

training to become qualified to counsel
victims formally.
The first goal of the group is to establish
a sexual-harassment-awareness week,
which will include workshops, speakers
and an open microphone on the quad.
The task force also hopes to change
HSU’s official sexual harassment and discrimination policy.
“There
are some of us that
are not happy
with the strength of the (existing) policy,”
Goodwill said. Some changes the task
force would like to make include allowing
complainants to have two advocates (indi-

viduals who support and advise) instead of
one, and making records of complaints
available to future employers instead of
keeping these confidential.
Goodwill has the support of the Status of
Women Subcommittee in establishment
of the task force and the proposal of an
awareness week.
“It’s an excellent idea that will go hand
inhand with what we are trying todo,” said
Jill Paydon, chairperson for the subcommittee.

Sanjay Verma, co-founder of No Means
No, a group committed to the prevention
of date rape, also supports the creation of

See Harassment, page 5

ASC fights discrimination
Devanie Anderson

LUMBERJACK STAFF

KEVIN SAVETZ/ THE LUMBERJACK

A tearful goodbye
Two-year-old Jasmine Alexander starts after her father while HSU
sophomore Amber Thomas cheerfully restrains her at the campus
Children’s Center. Thomas, a history and English major who has worked

part time at the center for about a year, said Alexander never likes letting
her father go, but Is quick to adjust once she starts to play with friends.

\

CSU engineering grads
to earn highest salaries
Elissa Stachelek
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The results are in — of all California
State University majors, engineering
students will find the highest salaries after
graduation.

Areportreleased
last spring by Michigan
State University found that after starting
salaries for engineers, which average around
$35,000 a year, starting levels of pay drop
off quickly. Business administration,
geology and marketing sales rank next,
stated the study, with average starting

salaries around $24,000.
Last on the survey's list were pay levels
for journalism

and natural resources

graduates, averaging around $19,000.
HSU

Career

Development

Center

counselor Barbara Peters said the CSU
chancellor's office requires that graduate
information be published for students.
“Students need information provided
about previous graduates. It’s extremely

valuable to tell what type of jobs (they get),
where they geographically end up and the
money they're making,” she said.
HSU conducted a 1989-90 Survey of
Graduates, which asked approximately 930
bachelor’s degree recipients and 90 master’s
degree recipients about their current jobs,
what was important in obtaining those jobs

See Degrees, page 5
@ Number of degrees earned at HSU
projected to mirror enrollment growth.
Page 5.

The Associated Student Council voted
Monday night to approve a resolution
“opposing the use of campus facilities by
organizations which discriminate against
studentson the basis of sexual preference.”
The
document
serves
as
a
recommendation by the council, but is
not enforceable.
However, the resolution will be
forwarded to campus organizations and
governmental bodies as the ASC’s
statement on the issue.
In an interview after the meeting,
Legislative
Vice President Dina Goodwill,
who drafted the resolution, made the
distinction between free speech and
recruitments.
Goodwill said outside organizations
(such

as the military)

should

not be

allowed
to use campus facilities
to recruit
paid employees. Clubs and organizations
would not be restricted by the resolution.
The document states the Associated
Students “oppose the presence of vendors
or contractors who do not adhere to” the
California State University policy.
Goodwill said the council wishes to
serve as “a support system” to
homosexuals on campus.
The resolution passed unanimously,
after clarification that the restriction
applied to recruitment activities only.
In other ASC action:
¢ The ASC’s position concerning the
controversial new CSU Chancellor Barry
Munitz was questioned by HSU studenton-leave Dan Close during the meeting's
general forum.
Close wanted to know what, if any,
action was being taken toward

investigating Munitz and his business
ties.
California State Student Association
Representative Kris Klamm said she
and other council members are forming
a committee and gathering information
to form a basis for any possible action.
Klamm said San Francisco State
University’s student council has passed
a resolution opposing Munitz, and “I
think we are actively pursuing it too,
now.”
During her official report later in the
meeting, Klamm said, “We need to have
a working relationship with the
chancellor’s office.”
Close advised the ASC’s committee
to “keep an eye on the chancellor.”
¢ Representatives from the Adult Reentry Center and the Activities
Coordinating Board gave program
presentations.
Doug Ford, the Adult Re-entry
Center’s director, said the center serves
approximately 700 students (most for
the first time) each year, providing them
with peer counseling, academic help
and activities.
About 35 percent of HSU’s students
are more than 25 years old, and have
special needs, Ford said.
“We may not be able to solve
everything,” he said, “but we are there
to help them.”
¢ Director of Student Activities and
Leadership Development Rees Hughes
said the Activities Coordinating Board
is “aimed toward leadership development and recognition.”
The board is particularly interested in
sponsoring cooperative-ventures clubs
and might be involved with as well as
promote diversity issues.
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Volunteers as well as children benefit

Big Brother, Sister progr am opens doors

Lisa Willlam
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Chris Collins and his little brother Benny
are odd friends.
First of all, they aren’t blood
relations. There is alsoa 10-year age difference between them.
But when they first met eight months
ago, they knew they had some common
interests despite
these differences. Collins,
a bubbly senior child-development major
at HSU and Benny, a quiet-yet-assertive
12-year-old, get together a few times a
week to hang out, play video games, softball, or catch a movie. When Collins was
asked why he hangs out with a 12-yearold, his response was “T just want
to do it.”
This relationship might sound a little
odd but itis definitely not new. Many HSU
students are sharing their lives with chil-
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Big Sister program.
The program, foundedin 1973, is anonprofit organization which developed outof
a concern about the increasing number of
children in this country between the ages
of6and 18 wholive in single-parent
homes.
that “single parents are responsible for an
incredible amountof things
and attempt to
shoulder
a load often sharedby two adults
and possibly an extended family system,”

O] Reams Olerereny

Specials good only

dren through The North Coast Big Brother/

|

able time to share some of the activities
that a child wants to explore.
“When there is one parent in a home who
is responsible for the physical and emotional well-being of the child; keeping the

JASON LOVE/ THE LUMBERJACK

Besides playing video games, Chris Collins and his little brother Benny
spend time together at Fern Canyon and “getting In trouble with mom.”
world with caring adults, get to enrich their
experience of life and of themselves, and
have an opportunity to feel connected with

a significant adult.

in their
“I see kids as making little maps

head about what life in the world is like and
sometimes those maps are really small and

limited,” Shipley said. “Big Brothers and
Sisters can help make that map a lot broader
and more inclusive. I think when you proa child with options then they’ll grow.
vide
“There is also a lot of reciprocity for the
volunteers because it gives them a chance
to structure playtime and activities into
their lives which is one of the things we
adults don’t make time for,” she said. “Being a volunteer is a neat way to get into a
kid’s space.”
HSU student Natalie Berg said it is really
important to be a volunteer. She said she is
also from a family of divorce so she can

identify with the children.

household together; and dealing with the

““When I was younger, there were times

stresses of poverty; a parent often doesn’t
have the time even though (he or she)
wants to be involved with sharing in their
child’s life,” she said.

when I wished I had a big sister to talk to

Matched with a Big Brother or Big Sis-

program are from “split” families and that
t stresscan be really
this type of environmen

ter, children get the chance to explore the

and share time with,” said Berg, a senior
social science major.

She said many of the children in the

ful for children, especially when there isn’t
enough family time to be shared.
Berg said the children can really rely on
the volunteers because they know that a
volunteer will always make time for them

Big Brother/Big Sister assists 58 children, and offers four different programs:
The Big Brother/Big Sister core program,
the monthly activity program, the Buddy
Team program and the Pair program.

Volunteers for the Big Brother/Big Sister program need to be at least 18 years old
and have a stable life with recognizable

goals, Shipley said.

They are also screened to make sure they

are “safe” people, which means volunteers
must be fingerprinted, checked for crimi-

nal records, and not be harmful to children.
Volunteers are required to meet with
their child three to five times a month for
one year to share time and activities.
“The ratio of children to volunteers is
five for every one volunteer. This means
that some children are never matched and
have to wait a long time,” Shipley said.
Shipley said the program still has 45
children who are not matched and Big
Brother/Big Sister is “always looking for

volunteers.”

HSU ranked third in Peace Corps volunteers
Libby Bauman
LUMBERJACK STAFF
“The toughest job you'll ever

love” has become popular among
HSU is ranked third this yearin

ye

Jodie Ellis.

University of California, Berkeley
and UC Davis are the leaders with
the highest number of nominees
respectively, but the ratio of students to volunteers at those campuses is considerably lower.
Ellis believes the rate is high
because HSU students are more
aware of their surroundings — loCally and globally.
“A lot of people in this community are concerned with global
community,” she said.
Dan McKone, Ellis’ assistant
and a former Peace Corps volun-

:

JODIE ELLIS
Peace Corps coordinator

the Peace Corps, said HSU Peace _ teer, believes students at HSU are
Coordinator

.

lot of people in this community
are concerned with global community.

the number of people nominated
to the Peace Corps in the Northern
California, Nevada and Hawaii
regions.
One in every 250 students at
HSU is nominated to a position in
Corps

:

different from students on other

“When they find out I’m a returned volunteer, then they want

campuses “where the norm isto
_totalkabout my experiences,” he
graduate,
get a job, and retire in _— said.
30 years.
HSU anthropology sophomore
“People who volunteer in the
DeAnna Barbaria is thinking
Peace Corps want to deal with the
about joining the Peace Corps
reality of the world and not just
when she graduates. She wants
the ‘utopia’ that others think exintroduce
her minor, appropriate
ists,” he said.
technology, to other countries.
McKone, who volunteered in
“T’m also interested in other
the West African nation of
Cultures,
and it’s a great opportuCameroon, sits on the quad with
nity if you don’t have a whole lot
the Peace Corps information
table.
of money
and you want
to travel,”
He said the majority of people
who stop by are just curious
as to
HSU being recognized as a
what the Peace Corps is all about.
science-oriented school is another

factor in the large amountof Peace
Corps volunteers nominated. Onethird to one-half of HSU volunteers have a natural resources degree.
According to Peace Corps
policy, volunteers must be U.S.
citizens at least 18 years old, and
must have technical and social
skills that are requested by countries in need. A four-year degree
or three to five years of relevant
working experience is required.
The selection process not only
includes academic requirements,
but personal ones as well, Ellis
said.
Ellis looks for people who are
involved in the community and
people who have had cross-cultural or traveling experiences.
“The ability to speak a foreign
language like French
or Spanish is
very important,” she said.
Flexibility and a sense of humor
are also a plus, she said.
Ellis was placed in Mauritania,
in the Sahara Desert in West Africa, where wind storms were rampant and temperatures rose to a

sweltering 140 degrees.
“People who want to go beCause they are interested in just
helping people probably won't
make it two years,” she said. “You
have to really want to learn about

people and what's happening in
their world politically, economiCally and socially.”

Ellis said the Peace Corps is

well-received
in foreign countries.
Governments as well as communities request the services of the
Peace Corps.
“We

(don’t) so much

spread

the United States’ way of life, but
we're used as (public relations),”
she said.

“What better PR than to say ‘]
want to help you, learn your language and culture, and becom
part of your community for tw<

years,’” she said.
A discussion on teaching nutri

tion in Jamaica will be presente
by a returned volunteer Oct. 21 a
5 p.m. in Nelson Hall West 232

Those interested in more infor
mation on the Peace Corps ma

call 826-3342.
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Fewer degrees

Harassment

earned at HSU

* Continued from page 3

Elissa Stachelek
LUMBERJACK STAFF

the task force.
Another supporter is HSU business administration Professor Ben Allen. He plans
to help the group organize the awareness
week and accomplish other goals.
Goodwill’s motivation to lead the task
force was due in part to her own experience.
In 1985 Goodwill filed a complaint of
sexual harassment against her professor at
the University of Massachussetts. It led to
a formal hearing on campus and resulted in
his termination.
“It was somebody who was a mentor of
mine,” Goodwill said. “I was afraid of
making him mad at me.”
A complainant of sexual harassment at
HSU, who wishes to remain anonymous,
said, “I kept wanting to believe, and wanting to believe, and hoping it wouldn’t happen any more.
“Reflecting back, I knew I was uncomfortable, but I didn’t know it was harassment,” she said.
The incident has resulted in a hearing and
due to pending litigation, she was unable to
comment about the case.
Affirmative Action Officer Brenda Aden
said people are sometimes reluctant to report incidents because they are uncertain
who to report it to, and whether or notit
qualifies as harassment or discrimination.
“People don’t know that they are sexually harassed, because they don’t know
what sexual harassment is,” said Aden.
“They don’t understand that power relationship. It’s
all about power, just like rape.”
According to the Affirmative Action and
Nondiscrimination Handbook, published
by HSU, sexual harassment is defined as
“unwelcomed sexual advances, requests
for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature directed
toward an employee, student or applicant.”

creased, stated a chancellor's office press
release.
Dennis Geyer, HSU university registrar, said the decline was due to declining
enrollment in the mid-1980s. Geyer said
enrollment began to increase
again in 1988.
He said enrollment is currently 7,824,
the highest ever and an increase from last
year of almost 200 students. With high
enrollment and a high number of transfer
students in 1988-89, Geyer said the number of graduates will likely increase this

year,
“With fewer courses and sections offered there is potential that students can’t
graduate, particularly those with upper

GE's as their last (classes),” he said.
With the new registration system, students will have a better chance of getting
their courses because they can goand sce

ibe

may be offered
or open,” Geyer

In 1989-90, 59 degrees went to HSU
liberal studies credential graduates. That

was the largest number for any ficld of
Study. Business administration students

followed with 54 degrees, stated an Admissions, Records and School Relations

memorandum (Sept. 4, 1990).
Majors which had only one degree
granted include life science credential and

chemistry. Majors which are being phased
out, including home economics and speech
lan
logy/audiology, had three
and 11 degrees granted respectively,
stated
the memorandum.

SB 976 rejected
Gov. Wilson vetoed Senate Bill 976,

Ten thousand IRA
dollars available
The Instructionally Related Activi-

ties committee
has about $10,000 available for funding new IRA programs.
IRAs are activities related to class instruction which are essential to that
instruction suchas radio, intercollegiate
athletics, and television and film pro-

grams.
The committee has set a mid-November deadline for applications. The
money will be available for programs
in the spring semester.
In finalizing the IRA budget for the
1991-92 school year, the IRA committee last spring created an unallocated

pot of about $23,000. IRA committee
Chairman Steve Harmon said the intent
of the unallocated money was to iden-

tify new programs for IRA funding. He
said existing IRA programs could also

apply to the committee for additional
funding.

the fee roll-back bill, Sunday. The bill
would have appropriated $165 million,
received by the state from a lawsuit against
four major oil companies, to the California State University system.
According to the final draft of the bill,
the funds would have been used to reduce
this year’s student fee increase back to 10
percent. It was also slated to reinstate
many of the approximately 5,000 classes
cut throughout the system due to the budget crisis.
In his letter to the California Senate,
Wilson called the bill “precipitous” and
stated, ““The monies should remain in the
General Fund until such time as resources
for 1991-92 are better established.”
Jeff Chang, legislative director of the
California State Student Association which
represents CSU’s 360,000 students, said
the association’s next step is “getting together a massive voter registration cam-

paign.

“We wantto get the student
vote out and
punish the people that do not support
higher education,” he said.
“(Gov. Wilson’s) veto comments don’t
reflect the real problem,” he said. “He
needs explain why higher education is not
a priority.”
Chang said the students in the CSU
system wrote nearly 10,000 letters imploring the governor to sign the bill.
“We did everything we could,” he said.

their jobs.
Results

Dina Goodwill
Sexual harassmentis further defined in an
Affirmative Action Office pamphletas something which “can occur without conscious
intent, and it is not limited to explicit demands for sex.” Some examples listed are:
conversations filled with innuendos or
double meanings, comments about one’s
body or clothing, display of sexually suggestive posters or objects and physical assault.
“If something doesn’t feel right, and you
don’t feel good about it, come forward,”
Aden said.
The task force will have its first formal
meeting Saturday in the University Center
South Lounge at 6 p.m.

PPI

indicate

volunteer

internship experience
was more important
in finding a job than grade-point average,
and that science majors had the largest
percentage of jobs “directly related” to
their major.
The problem, Peters said, is “the
numbers (of survey respondents) are low
in some majors, so the results may not be
an accurate reflection (of reality).” For
example, no industrial technology
graduates responded.
“Salaries may be figures from the
previous year,” stated the survey.
Two-thirds of the respondents were
employed in Humboldt County or
Northern Califomia.
The nation’s largest employers,
according to National Business
Employment Weekly,
are General Motors
Corp., with 775,000employees,
and WalMart Stores Inc., with 67,000 new
positions.
However, the Weekly also stated, “The
large number of corporate cutbacks has
sent many new graduates in search of
small-company opportunities. The Bureau
of Labor stated, ‘More than 80 percent of

all U.S. jobs created this year will be at
companies

with

fewer

than

Copies of the graduate survey are
available at the Career Development

Center in Nelson Hall West 130. The
center offers graduate-student orientations
which include a tour of the Career
Development Center's library and a look
at job announcements.
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Single straps can hurt shoulders

Doctor warns backpack users of strained muscles
He said such muscle contractions decrease the availability of oxygen, which
might contribute to soreness or tenderness.
Lugging backpacks on one shoulder ap-

Peter Finegan
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Unless you’re striving for a posture like
Dr. Frankenstein’s Igor, toting those textbook-laden backpacks on a single shoulder
could be hazardous to your health.
“If loading weight on one shoulder —
carrying it asymmetrically — one risks injuries to the back and neck muscles,” said
Dr. Lawrence Frisch, the medical chief of
staff at the HSU Student Health Center.
Back injuries, suchas slipped disks, could
also result, he said.
Frisch emphasized, though, not all

such injuries can be attributed to sling-

ing textbooks on one shoulder.
Hesaid muscle groups which might
be affected by one-shoulder toting

pears to be a matter of convenience for
some students.

“It’s easier to take on and off,” said
Jerard Garcia, a freshman engineering student. “But when I’m carrying 30 to 40
pounds of textbooks, I feel it pulling down
on one side and it feels awkward.”
“Sometimes I wear it on one side be-

Maine. “Plus, I keep my wallet in the

levator

scapulaeum
\
rhomboid

‘
trapezius

small front pocket of this pack so
I can get to it easily.”
Marie Coffren, a graduate student in French, of-

/

q

muscles

fered a potential solution.
“I switch sides so it
doesn’t bother me,” she
said. “And besides, I’m
nota science major — I
don’t carry too many
heavy textbooks.”
Frisch and Smukler
said injuries caused
by carrying backpacks on one shoul-

: deltoid

connected to the upper shoulder,
the shoulder muscle group and
the trapezius, which is either
of the large muscles on each
side of the upper back.
Dr. Martin Smukler, the

health center’s osteopath,
said carrying a backpack
on one shoulder is unnatural for the body.
“People carrying
weighton one side tend
to compensate the

der arecommon, but
knew of no studies
or statistics thatdem-

weight by shifting the
shoulder upward to

onstrate potential
damage or range of

keep the backpack from

sliding off,” he said.
On the sideof the body

the problem.
Frisch said most
college-age students
are resilient to selflatissimus
abuse, but wamed that
dorsi
older people or those
with sensitive backs may
not fare as well.
“By and large we encourage
people to carry things symmetrically,” Frisch said. “The body is built

laden with a backpack,
the lateral neck muscles

pull up, shoulder muscles
move diagonally upward
across the vertebrae, and

the trapezius gets pulled upsustained

same time it brings humanity to the some-

times discouraging statistics.
The Names Project Foundation maintains the quilt, which is made up of
14,000 panels, cach about three by six
feet. The quilt’s panels are displayed
around the world, sometimes in separate
places. The panels were created by families, friends, husbands, wives, children,
lovers and companions of AIDS victims

who have died,
About 1,000 panels of the quilt will be
displayed at HSU, some of which were
created in Humboldt County. The quilt
is not a finite project
— new panels can
always be added. If you knew someone

who died of AIDS and would like to

create apanel, youcan contact
the Names

Project Foundation at (415) 863-5511.
The quilt will be on display in HSU’s
West Gym Friday from 9 a.m. to9 p.m.,
Saturday from 10 am. to 6 p.m. and

Sunday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The
opening ceremony is Friday at 7 p.m.,

and the closing ceremony is Sunday at
4:45 p.m.

Bringing
the Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt to HSU has been acommunity effort. Sponsors include Pacific Gas
and Electric, Pacific Bell, St. Joseph
Hospital, about 30 individuals and a
network of volunteers coordinated

through NORCAP,
“We're very pleased with the amount

of support we've received in the community,” Jarvis said.
In Names Project Foundation literature about the project, a visitor to the
quilt in Providence,
R.I., relates the emotional impact of seeing the hand-crafted
panels: “I have never understood AIDS

or the people who have it. You have
shown me that people with AIDS are the
same
as you and me. Thank you for
with two sides, so it’s best if we use 4
opening
my eyes.”
both sides.”

contrac-

ey

ST. ARCATA

\

BD»
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tions of the muscles may
cause strain or even spasms,”
Smukler said.

xh

and prevention, Jarvis said, and at the

m

ead

ward.
“The

Memorial Quilt is one of many ways to
educate people about AIDS awareness

Be

include the lateral neck

cause it’s cooler,” said Karen Gray, an
HSU sociology junior from Portland,

: Continued from front page
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You've dreamed about your wedding

make that dream a reality.

amen

BRIDAL
OUR,
Eo
Bridal Gowns, Accessories

Bridesmaid and Mother-of-the-Bride Dresses

da

526 FIFTH ST
EUREKA DOWNTOWN
443-7671 * M-Sat 10-5:30
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CREATIVE
CUTTING & STYLING
e Personal Consultations
e Cuts, Waves, Perms & More!

« Complete

Hair Care Product Line
« Walk-Ins Welcomed

{ A HAIR SALON FOR MEN AND WOMEN

|

os

Professional

Corner of H & 18th ~ Arcata ~ 822-1384

on the

33 ASSOCIATED

STUDENTS

COUNCIL

Undeclared Major
Representative
DUTIES INCLUDE:

in the Six Rivers National Forest
on the Klamath River!

Maintain at least two office hours/week.

sescetssceets,

Attend A.S. Council meetings every other

sosscecenteee

Monday night.

Sineerente

BENEFITS:

eset :
e:

Very Close to Fishing as well as Hunting.

Meet new people.

Hotel Rates $18.00 per person
Cabins $22.00 per person
V.P. Lodge $22.00 per person (min. 4)

Gain leadership & budget experience.
Voting control over important campus
issues.

For Info Call (916)627-3311 or
Marie Starr at 469-3311

For more information call 826-4221, or

pick up an application at the A.S. Offices
located below the bookstore.

APPLY

e: Steelhead
Sturgeon

Salmon
: Shad

Be on one University/A.S. Committee.

1901 LJN
TiM/OTT

sstiteeent

ce

—_——

Serve as a liaison to two A.S. programs.

Jn 08 Sees,

eset

ne

‘

NOW!!!

North off 299 at Willow Creek on Hwy. 96 to Orleans
on the Klamath River

j

iy) Tacolime*
spinel Melee
441-1080

|
| Hunan, Szechuan &

| Mandarin Chinese

| food from the same
| cook and proprietors

| of Hunan in Eureka’s
| Henderson Center

The first

Fal

Mandarin-Szechuan

in Humboldt Co.

Lunch & Dinner
7 days a week

|

|

Conveniently Located in Bayshore Mall Food Court

Coyote
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... you

need

to see us!

HSU Bookstore

Macintosh & Apple LaserPrinter
Service Center
Monday thru Thursday - 7:45am to 6:00pm
Friday - 7:45 am to 5:00 pm

Closed Saturdays & Sundays
826-5848

24 HOUR SERVICE
24 hour service in most cases
:

:

We stock a large inventory & subscribe to "AppleDash" - a
blazing 3 to 4 day parts shipping program - for those
parts not in stock.
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Suspects to be charged in
‘Hopalong’ stabbing death
Wa ne Warkentin
CUM
K STAFF

7 '
JASON LOVE/ THE LUMBERJACK

‘Old Glory’ flies again
| Candy Boak, Bob Thomas and Margaret Stafford were among about

150 people present Sunday when a new flag was raised just north of
Arcata on the Property of Wes Green ow
L.

The Trinity County coroner
has positively
identified and confirmed the cause of death
for a body found near Hawkins Bar Oct. 6.
Trinity County Coroner George Files
said ina telephone interview that the victim,
Garry Lynn Summar, 37, of Hawkins Bar,
died of multiple stab wounds and beatings.
Summar was stabbed more than 70 times.
Earlier reports that the victim had been shot
were incorrect, Files said.
The victim was more commonly known
locally as “Hop” or “Hopalong.” “He had
problems with his legs. He kind of hopped,”
Files said. “We know he had had some kind
of operation on his legs.”
Positive identification of the body was
made through fingerprinting, Files said.
An autopsy was conducted by the Shasta
County Medical Examiners Office. The
pathology report has yet to be completed.
Summar was last seen alive Oct. 2. The
body was discovered by Humboldt County
Clerk Lindsey Mc Williams near the end of
a U.S. Forest Service logging road.
Summar had apparently been camping at
anearby Forest Service campground, Files
said.
McWilliams said he discovered the body
while he, his wife, and two children were
collecting firewood north of Hawkins Bar.
“I smelled something that did not smell
very healthy,” McWilliams said. “I
encountered acorpse, partially buried from
the chest down. It appeared to be male, and
was not in very good shape.”
A deputy from the Trinity County
Sheriff’s Office was summoned, and
Mc Williams led him to the body which was
“less than a stone’s throw from a log deck.”
Files said a number of suspects have
been arrested in connection with the case,
including a former roommate of Summar.
“They got a mess of ’em,’” Files said.
Trinity County Detective Sgt. Dan
Kartchner, in a telephone interview this
week, confirmed that suspects have been
arrested in the case.
Kartchner said of those believed to have

A number of
suspects have been
arrested in
connection with the
case, including the
victim’s former
roommate.
been involved, seven were arrested. Two of
those were subsequently released by the
Trinity County District Attorney’s Office,
and five remain in custody.
Although no one has yet been charged
with murder, Kartchner expects at least two
of the suspects to be so charged Monday.
“T can say that with assurity,” he said.
Kartchner also revealed that the incident
included two other victims besides Summar.
It is thought
that a group of 15-20 people,
who had been staying at the campground,
attacked Robert M. Jones, 28, and Steven
Thayer, 30, as well as Summar.
Jones was stabbed in the neck and
abdomen, and Thayer was threatened and
physically assaulted, but both escaped,
Kartchner said,.
The most likely motive for the killing
“appears to be anger over the fact that the
victim was supposedly a child molester,”
Kartchner said.
Summar had apparently been accused by
the group of molesting a 5-year-old girl
related to one of his fellow campers,
although Summar was never charged with
the molestation.
Attempts to reach Summar’s next of kin
have been unsuccessful,
Files said. Summar
had lived for a brief time in a Hawkins Bar
trailer court after moving there from Arcata.
He lived in Colorado before moving to
Humboldt County and is believed to have
also lived in Peoria, Ill., at one time.

Surfrider challenges state beach access fees
Tim Epperson
SCIENCE EDITOR
The Surfrider Foundation,
anational surfing organization,
has filed a lawsuit against
the California Coastal Commission for
charging day-use fees at state beaches.
Surfrider received an out-of-court
settlement in September requiring Humboldt
County pulp mills to reduce water pollu-

tion.
California State Parks and Recreation
owns about 400 miles of beaches along

California’s coast. Some of these beaches
have day-use fees ranging from $2 for
walking and biking to $5 for parking. Humboldt County beaches affected by these

fees are Patricks Point, Trinidad State Beach
and Big Lagoon.
The Coastal Commission grants permits
for public and private development along
the state’s coastline.
If fees are charged at any private site, the
Coastal Commission is responsible for

regulating the amount of the fees.
“The Commission cannot regulate use
fees for state-operated beaches by law,”
Lynda Locklin, the Coastal Commission’s
spokesperson, said ina telephone interview
from San Francisco.
Surfrider claims the state has no right to
impose fees on state-owned beaches. The
California Coastal Act states that the public

can use state beaches for free.
“The idea (in this case) is that the state
gets authority to regulate its own fees to
help resolve current budgetary constraints,”
Mark Massara, chief legal counsel for

Surfrider Foundation, said in a San Francisco telephone interview.
The fees were imposed to fund ranger
stations and parking lots at some state
beaches. Massara said the Coastal Commission tried to regulate the fees, but was
scared off when the state Legislature
threat-

ened to slash the Commission’s budget by
$16 million.
“This shows that budgetary constraints

l

e think that the

beaches should be free to
everyone, which is why

we filed suit to force the
state to comply with one
of its own agencies. y
MARK MASSARA
Surfrider Foundation

do take a role in determining environmental impact,” Massara said.

“We think that the beaches should be

Own agencies,” he said.
Dan Goswick, spokesperson for California State Parks and Recreation in Eureka,

free to everyone, which is why we filed suit
to force the state to comply with one of its

See Surfrider, page 14
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HSU shares role in expanding community art world
John Hatcher
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Arcataand
the schoolon the hill
have long shared a love affair with
the arts.
Since the early 1930s, HSU has
provided a source for art, music
and theater which would not
normally be available in such a
rural setting.
And over the years the
boundaries which often divide the
community from the university
have been eased through the
vehicle of the arts.
Music probably made the first
moves across this boundary
following
in the path of HSU music
Professor Charles F. Fulkerson.
“When I was a kid they played
inourhome,”
said Julie Fulkerson,
whose late father, Charles, was
responsible for creating the
Chamber Music Workshops
which are now held on campus
during the summer.
Fulkerson said Humboldt
County is home to many artists
because an artist can work in a
rural area without the distance
from the market being detrimental
to their success.
“Tt is interesting to me how our

artists are linked with industries
which are creating jobs,”
Fulkerson said.
Fulkerson said the community
is also supportive of the arts
because of the diversity of tastes
which exist in Arcata.
Many of these people came to
Arcata to attend HSU.
“A lot of people came and
remained in the community,”
Fulkerson said.
Today the music department
provides an interaction through
the Humboldt Choral and
Symphony which music department Chair Val Phillips said is
composed of both students and
community members.
Phillips said programs such as

Editor's note: This is the last part
of a four-part series, “Town and
Gown,” on the relationship
between HSU and the community.

ap

RJACK

Jim Spalding of the HSU theater arts
department exercises the imagination of
Sunset School children Ashley Johnson,

Doyle Ott, an HSU

Blair Colwell and classmates, assisted by

creativity.

the Saturday Humboldt State
Institute for Preparatory Music
Study, for children ages 2 to 17,
are just the beginning
of programs
he hopes will become more
involved and more structured.
Fulkerson, county supervisor
for the Third District, which
includes Arcata, said it is
importantto get children involved
in the arts because they become
patrons of the arts over time.

theater arts student.

Spalding’s class emphasizes the combined

use of sound and movement in developing

HSU’s theater arts department
is also doing its part to get the
performing arts to the children.
With the creation of Arcata’s
“Schools of Choice,” theater arts
Professor Jim Spalding said the
department has begun assisting
Sunset School with its emphasis
on the performing arts.
Thedepartmentalso
works with
other schools’ theater programs.
Spalding spends a couple of

days of each week

helping

children work on pieces which
they will perform.
Spalding, who graduated from

HSUin 1970, said the relationship
between the community and the
school has improved over the
years.
“There was an attitude that we
are the people on the hill, and

See Art, page 15
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2 for 99¢

Imperial Margarine
1 Ib. cube
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58¢

Nabisco
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20 oz.
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will have an enjoyable stay.

$1.99

Ask about our Lumberjack discount
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Adventurous bargain shoppers brave Eureka discount stores
Devanie Anderson
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Oodles and oodles of Top Ramen noodles

at $3 for a case is a starving student’s

dream.
Where else can this dream come true but
indiscount food stores like Eureka’ s Canned
Foods and Waremart?
Canned Foods, which boasts the Ramen
deal, is located at 625 Commercial St. and
“shops the nation for the nation’s best
buys” to bring its customers prices so low
one wonders if the products were snagged
in a drug bust.
Definitely not, said store manager Scott
Bellflower. But “they might have gone
through a train wreck.”
He’s serious. Buying up factory seconds
is one way Canned Foods gets its goods.
The store, which is a branch of The
Grocery Outlet, orders from a list of
available items put out by the outlet’s
warehouses in Antioch, Calif., and Portland, Ore.
Buyers for the chain seek close outs, inventory imbalances, product imperfections
(like the wrong weight), and discontinued
products to purchase
and resell ata discount
of up to 40 percent.
That's what makes Canned Foods the
place to pick up off-brands like Sweet May
sliced peaches and Miss Wisconsin whole

beets as well as the more famous name
brands.
TheGrocery Outlet maintains everything
its stores sell is still “100 percent good
product.”
So why, Mr. Bellflower, did this hunk of
cheese expire in June?
He is quick to point out that the date on
the label only tells when the product is at
the peak of freshness. It is still good for six
months.
Oh.
Canned Foods’ products come with a
100 percent guarantee.
“If they don’t like it, they can bring it
back,” Bellflower said.
He said if you’re looking for a deal,
“Shop here first for what you can get and
then go somewhere else.”
So you’re done picking up your 6 1/2
pound can of Chef’s Best cut wax beans
and Irish Oatmeal-in-a-Can (already made).
You’re already in Eureka — where do
you head next?
Shannon Berge and her boyfriend, John
West, both HSU sophomores, go to
Waremart in the Eureka Mall at 800 West
Harris St., which opened June 24.
Berge and West usually shop in Arcata
stores, but Waremart “is convenient for
our big shopping trips,” Berge said.
Walking into the 90,000 square-foot
rarer ou ae first time can be

¥ COUNTRY CORNER
CQstumes

costume rentals

TOM ale

some of their grocery shopping at Waremart.

overwhelming.
West advises the Waremart virgin to
take it slow.
Besides getting lost in the aisles, you
might get carried away by the prices and
selection. Before you know it, your cart
may be full of things you really don’t need
(like ten-cent doughnuts). It takes a few

trips to overcome the urge.
“We buy stuff that we don’t have on the
list, but we buy it because it's comparatively
cheaper,” West said.
Assistant manager Ron Mendenhall said
his store keeps its prices down primarily by
See Waremart, page 15
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¢ Feather Masks
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Program has ‘challenged’ riders sitting high in the saddle
Watershed management and
forestry Professor
Doug Jager said

horses among ferns and trees in

afternoon sunshine.

he created the program in 1985
after about 10 years of teaching

4-H T.R.A.LL., which stands

for Therapy Riding for Access to

children about riding and caring
for horses
as a4-H Horse
and Pony
Project leader.
“I decided we would do
something different — that we
would share our horses with kids
who were less fortunate,” Jager
said.
The riding program started out
with three horses and about six
riders, but it quickly became too
time consuming and large, Jager
said. He recruited HSU students
from Youth Educational Services
to run the program.
The original Y.E.S. volunteers
moved on to other things a few
years ago, but 4-H T.R.A.I.L. now
has about 25-30 volunteers and 12
horses.
The program has provided rides
to more than 150 disabled riders
this year, Jager said.
Disabled (or “challenged”)
riders and the program’s volunteers
range from children to adults.
The program takes place most
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at Camelot, Jager’s six-acre
backyard and stable just north of
Trinidad. Named after the song
“Camelot” in the musical of the
same name, it is near riding trails
and has facilities and equipment
for the disabled, Jager said.
Mounting platforms with wheel-

Independence and Learning, is a
volunteer-based program prov—
iding experience with horses for

the disabled.

SHAUN WALKERY THE LUMBERJACK

Steven, 9, guides his mount at 4-H T.R.A.LL.’s rides for
the disabled. The program aims to raise self-esteem.
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less fortunate.y
DOUG JAGER
HSU professor
chair ramps, special saddles and
reins and a horse-drawn cart are
sometimes used, he said, but riders
are encouraged to explore their
capabilities without assistance.
The program provides disabled
riders sensory stimulation,
exercise and helps increase their
spatial awareness,
HSU health and
physical education lecturer
Carolyn Christenson said. More
importantly, she said, riding horses
challenges them mentally,
providing developmental experiences that can lead to greater
achievement and independence.
“The most important thing to
the kid is mastery (of riding a
horse) and what it does to their
self-esteem,” Christenson said.
“Even if they are a person with

special needs, it makes them feel
like they can be a part of the
mainstream.”
More than 12 of the 4-H
T.R.A.LL. volunteers are HSU
students. Christenson, who
teaches Recreation for Special
Groups, refers students in that
class to the program asa fieldwork
possibility.
One HSU
student, Carl
Gottsmann, has lived at Camelot
as the caretaker for about a year.
He said his favorite part of the
program is helping with the riders.
“I find it quite rewarding,”
Gottsmann said. “‘When you give
to other people unconditionally
— without expecting anything in
retum — you in turn get back a
whole lot more than you give.”
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the EPD, the video was meant as an end-ofthe-year roast of some of the department’s
officers, and was a spoof of the popular
“Police Academy” movies.
‘We watch our officers all year long, and
note the mistakes that they make,” he said.
“For the past few years we’ ve done a video
poking fun at those mistakes.”
Harpham said that, taken out of context,
the video might be misconstrued as sexist
Or racist, but it was not meant to be. The
video was an in-house joke, and it wasn’t
meant to be released, he said.
The EPD is unsure who gave the tape to
the press, but he said, “It’s no secret that we

| Police video leaked
A video was leaked to the media last
week that portrayed the Eureka Police Department in what some people are calling
an unfavorable light.
The video contained skits of uniformed
officers beating a Barbie Doll with a billy
club and running over an effigy of a paper
delivery boy in a patrol car.
According to Capt. Murl Harpham of

Big ti

a

A temporary restraining order will be
sought and a lawsuit filed today to halt
timber harvest operations at a site near
Jacoby Creek, members of the Jacoby Creek
Protection Association said yesterday.
JCPA member Fred Evenson said the
group will “be seeking a temporary
restraining order of all timber operations —
including road maintenance and the
construction of new roads,” at a 254-acre
Timber Harvest Plan site on Fickle Hill.
A lawsuit against the California
Department of Forestry and Bamum Timber
Co. Inc. will be filed by the group “shortly
afterwards,” said JCPA member Fred
Evenson.
“There’s the feeling that the California
Department of Forestry did not adequately
deal with our concerns,” JCPA member Liz
Finger said.
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driving under the influence,” Harpham said.
“At that time he said he had a tape of
uniformed officers acting inappropriately.”
De Paoli denies releasing the tape, but
said that he has copies of the tape, given to
him anonymously.
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arrested (Bemard De Paoli) last week for
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Following roughly 60 amendments from

in creating the legislation, supported the
package through the legislative process until

Veto
° Continued from front page

This one-size-fits-

including the Northcoast Environmental

all regulatory
approach is bad
natural resource
policy. y

Center, represents “the ideals from the
environmental community,” said Andy
Alm of the NEC.
The rules in the proposed initiative are
far more restrictive. For example, AB 860
would have limited clearcuts to 20 acres,
but the environmentalist initiative would
limit them to 2 1/2 acres.
Ryan Hamilton, spokesperson for
Simpson Timber Co., said the sort of
restrictions in the initiative amounted to “a
regulatory taking of private property
without compensation.”
Alm said he believes the political climate
in California is good for a forestry-reform
initiative.
Hamilton said SB 525 wouldmore likely
satisfy the majority of Californians.
However, if there was an initiative passed
in 1992, he said “there would be a fierce
court battle.”
Prior to Wilson’s veto of AB 860, Sen.
Barry Keene, D-Benicia, maintained that
even the revised bill, based on compromise,
would be preferable to another costly
initiative battle.
Wilson criticized AB 860 for having too
many fixed limits and requirements and
being inflexible in regard to the needs of
coastal timber vs. inland timber companies.
“Italso would have imposed unnecessary
economic hardship on companies, their
employees and local governments,” he said
in his veto message released Friday.
“This one-size-fits-all regulatory
approach is bad natural resource policy,”
Wilson said.
Founded on a compromise between the

GOV. PETE WILSON
Sierra Club and Sierra Pacific Industries,
the largest private timberland holder in
California, the four Sierra Accord bills
were drafted by Assemblyman Dan Hauser,
D-Arcata, Assemblyman Byron Sher, DPalo Alto, Sen. Dan McCorquodale, D-San
Jose and Keene. The bills were consolidated
into one package last month by Sher.
The legislation would have limited
clearcuts in young timber stands and secondgrowth forests and banned the practice in
ancient forests. It would have restricted
larger timber companies, after a 10-year
phase-in period, from logging forests faster
than the growth rate.
Intended to avert another costly forestryinitiative battle in the 1992 election, the
legislation tried to meet the criteria of both
environmentalists and timber companies.
Apparently spread too thin, it fell short of
satisfying either group.
The NEC didn’t take a position while the
Sierra Accord was working its way through
the Legislature. But after Wilson’s
amendments in August, the NEC favored a
veto because “it wasn’t strong enough,”
Alm said.
:
The Sierra Club, which was instrumental

on

the plaza,
Arcata
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state Legislature to allow the county to buy
some beaches. Carpenter said the county
will allow free access to the beaches and

will fund their maintenance costs through
increased car registration fees and property taxes. Sonoma beach fees are tempo-

a

a

a

rarily on hold pending these negotiations.

Don Martin, chairof Sonoma’s Surfrider

chapter, was the opposition leader of the
fees in Sonoma County.
“The ideaof imposing day-use fees completely undermines the California Coastal
Act,” Martin said in a phone interview
from Sonoma County. “The California
Constitution also states that there is a right to

recreate at these beaches without paying.”
Martin said the fees are indirectly damaging the environment surrounding these
beaches.

“People will try to avoid the fees by
parking in other places and blazing their

own trails to the beaches,” he said. “This
can be dangerous because of all the cliffs
that make up our coastline.”
The movement
to abolish day-use fees at
beaches has not been as active in Humboldt
County. However, the Surfrider Foundation is trying to arouse opposition.
“(To) lose free access to beaches, where
people can go to get away from it all,”
Martin said, “‘is a blatant example of how
screwed up our priorities are.”
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“(SB 525) is a very restrictive bill —
there are some provisions we are concerned
about,” Hamilton said. However, he said
the bill is a “middle ground proposal."

said the basic reason for these fees is to
help maintain the beach’s restrooms, parking lots and trails.
“Why shouldn’t we charge fees at the
coast like we do at mountain parks?”
Goswick said. “We only collect fees at
areas where there is development.”
The California Coastal Act, in effect
since 1972, states that all development
along the coast must be approved by the
Coastal Commission, which will regulate
all fees imposed. The act also states that
state beaches will be accessible to the public free of charge .
“The Coastal Commission says that they
do not allow fees for walk-in access, yet
State Parks and Recreation is somehow
getting away with this,” Sonoma County
Supervisor Emie Carpenter said in a telephone interview from Santa Rosa.
“Three subcommittees from the Assembly Ways and Means Committee spoke to
Chairman Tom Goya of the California
Coastal Commission and he said that his
commission would suffer budget cuts if
they refused to allow State Parks and Recreation to impose these fees,” Carpenter
said.
Sonoma County supervisors are negoti-
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$1.50

language of his proposed amendments to
the Sierra Accord.

¢ Continued from page 9
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eased. Still, North Coast
refrained from supporting
because it hadn't been
to meet their concerns.

Wilson’s SB 525 contains more of the
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environmentalists because many logging

position” stance until the veto.
seen
betwe
Alm said he thinks acompromi
and
nies
compa
the interests of both timber
environmentalists would be difficult to
achieve, although the interests of both are
“ultimately very similar.”
Developing sustained-yield forestry
would result in “a much more stable
environment and timber-based economy,”
Alm said. However, “probably you could
not reconcile those points of view — the
motivations are too different,” he said.
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Wilson’s amendments and then took a “no-
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Art: Summer festival brought performers to Arcata
* Continued from page 10
there has been a resistance to come up here
because it was an intimidating place,”
Spalding said.
“The fact is that HSU broadens the base
Bh — helps put Arcata on the map,” he
said.
The theater arts department has also
helped Humboldt County with the creation

of several performing art troupes.
The Ferndale Repertory Theater, Pacific
Art Center and Dell’ Arte all have strong
connections with the university, with many
of the performers coming from the school.
This summer Spalding was also host
coordinator
for California
State
University’s Summer Arts ’91, a program
which brings some of the finest artists in

their fields to HSU for classes and
performances.
This year Spalding said the program
made a concerted effort to get the
community involved in the program, and
drew large crowds for many performances.
When David Phillips graduated from
HSU he planned on making the Minor and
Arcata theaters places which would offer

movies not seen at mainstream theaters.
Phillips said this community is receptive
to this kind of format, and the students and
faculty of HSU contribute to his theater’s
success.
Some of the films which the community
is able to see at the theater are ones which
have been screened by film classes which
meet at the Minor on Tuesday evenings.

Waremart

“It would be like giving the customer
money back,” Bellflower said.
But Waremart doesn’t try to compete
with Canned Foods.
Mendenhall doesn’t think Waremart
takes much business away from stores like
Safeway, Murphy’s, Larry’s and Sentry in
Arcata, because most Arcatans, like Berge
and West, tend to stay in town for regular
shopping needs.
“We don’t really compete with them,”
Mendenhall said. “I think there’s enough
(customers) for everybody.”

¢ Continued from page 11
buying in bulk and having customers bag
their own groceries.
“We buy by the truckloads, and (the high
volume/low overhead) is what gives you
the lower cost,” he said.
Also, like Canned Foods, Waremart buys
little advertising.
Waremart accepts manufacturer’s
coupons while Canned Foods doesn’t.
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Students Who Make
a Difference

1991 Award Winning
Clam Chowder for Starters

Amy Keeler
Admissions
and records

then Oysters Rockefeller and either: Baked Fresh Escolar
Halibut & Prawns in tarragon carrot juice sauce, or CharGrilled Filet Mignon w/ pink & green peppercorns, shallots,

on the Lumberjack Days committee for

with dijon and whole grain mustards, garlic, herb and wine marinade,

five years and has been chair of the com-

& Madiera wine sauce, or Roasted Duckling Breast with fresh

clarified butter with shiitake mushrooms and romas in Thai curry

cream sauce, and a slice of real Key Lime Pie ?

THRE SCOTEA

INN, OF

COURSE

major.

Dave Parrott is one of the main reasons
that Lumberjack Days has been so successful these past few years. He has been

roquefort, demi-glaze Cognac sauce, or Roasted Rack of Lamb
Humboldt County blackberry and Armagnac sauce, or Fettuccine
and Prawns, Sea Scallops and Chicken Breast sauteed in

Amy Keeler is a student who makes a difference. Amy
is Assistant Coach of
Women‘s Lacrosse, she works with Admissions and Records leading campus
tours, isa student coordinato
with
r HSU’s
food services, and teaches math through
the Tutorial Center. For several years Amy
has been the student coordinator of HSU
Ambassadors. Amy is a oceanography

mittee for three years. Dave teaches lab

for Biology 105 and is currently working

on his thesis about sycamore trees. Dave

Dave Parrott is a graduate student in biology.
Lumberjack Days
Committee

This ad sponsored by the Residence Hall Association,

Associated Students, Center Arts, and other on-

campus organizations.
If you would like to nominate a member
of your organization:

Full Bar and Wine Menu

Restaurant: Wed-Sun. 5:30-9:30pm. Sunday till 9pm.
Reservations Suggested * Highway 101 ¢ Scotia Exit * 764-5685

CALL OR WRITE TO:

Ruth Bennet
214 Nelson Hall East
826 - 3361
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NATIONAL
HSU offers variety of —
Robert Britt
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Students studying at foreign universities
gain confidence in themselves and a different perspective on their lives.
Those wanting to study in another country have a range of
opportunities. HSU
offers organized international programs in addition to
the option of applying iactyi to a foreign university.
The Spanish department offers a semester of study in Oaxaca, Mexico. Twentyfive HSU students went to Oaxaca in 1990,
and were required to have taken two semesters of Spanish.
_ HSU senior Debbie Amot said, “It was
Cheaper to go to Oaxaca than to stay in
Arcata for the semester.”
The 22-year-old anthropology major
wanted to improve her Spanish before going to graduate school.
Editor's note: This is part two of a threepart series, “Focus on International
Education.” Part three of the series will
focus on the role of instructors who teach
abroad and will appear in the Oct. 30
issue of The Lumberjack.

STAFF

A proposed change by the Bush administration could remove federal protection from
30 million acres of wetlands, almost a third
of some 100 million acres of wetlands left
in the United States.

The new wetlands policy, proposed in
August, could change the official definition of what constitutes wetlands.
“We have no official estimate of how
much land in California will be affected,

said Mike Long of the California Department of Fish and Game in a telephone

The German department sends two or
three students to Beilefeld, Germany, each
year. Students must have completed fifthlevel German to be eligible.
A new program may send 10 to 24 HSU
students to Guangxi University in China.
The program is still being developed.
The largest program at HSU is through
the Califomia State University International Programs, which sent 564 students
abroad last year. HSU sent the second
most on a per-capita basis — 38 students.
IP has programs in 14 countries, including Japan, Mexico and most countries in
Western Europe.
There are 32 fields of study available,
from art to math to sociology. Not all
programs have a foreign language prerequisite. Half of the IP students receive
financial aid.
Sociology Professor Gary Cretser, from
California Polytechnic State University,
Pomona, chaired IP’s statewide selection
committee for four years.

“It very much depends on the field
testing,” he said.
Long said field testing is being conducted to see if the proposed amendments
will work, and that the deadline for all
written comments to the Environmental
Protection Agency was yesterday.
Long said until it has all the information
from the tests, the California Department
of Fish and Game does not have a position
on the wetlands issue.
Joe Meyer, Wastewater Utility Program
coordinator for Arcata and fisheries lecturer at HSU said the old regulations,
See Wetlands, page 19

interview from Sacramento.

TOM ANGEL/THE LUMBERJACK

The Arcata Marsh is oneof many wetlands in the U.S. that could be affected
if proposed changes to the federal wetlands policy are adopted.
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Bush proposes policy change
Russ Anderson

1 7

“It was an excellent program,” Amot
said. She said living with a Mexican family helped her language skills.
During the 1989-90 academic year,
62,341 U.S. university students studied
abroad, according to the Institute of International Education. More than 60 percent
went to Europe. Liberal arts was the top

Wetlands threatened
LUMBERJACK
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In a telephone interview from Pomona,
Cretser said the biggest advantage of studying in a foreign country is students gain
different perspectives on their values
“They adopt the ‘culturally relative position,’” Cretser said.
“Students find that the rational, the true,
the beautiful, the correct are completely different in other parts of the world,” he said.
Cretser said students gain confidence after
surviving a year abroad without their family
and friends. They also gain a second home,
“‘a place that beckons always.”

HSU fisheries senior Chris Zimmerman
finds Sweden beckoning him. Zimmerman
studied freshwater ecology and Swedish on
the IP program at Uppsala University near
Stockholm. He hopes to return to graduate
school in Sweden next year.
Zimmerman said he chose Sweden because he wanted to see the country and
because it was a chance to study at one of
the world’s premier institutes in his field.
He found the university there to be more

See Exchange, page 19

Thomas confirmed
to Supreme Court
Associated Press
The Senate confirmation of Clarence
Thomas to the U.S. Supreme Court
yesterday was applauded by Republicans
and condemned by many Democrats and
feminists in California.
By aclose vote of 52-48, Thomas was
confirmed as an associate justice under a
Cloud of controversy. There were more
votes Cast against Thomas than against
any other justice ever confirmed.
The decision
came after a week’s delay
and prolonged hearings about allegations
of sexual harassment that sparked debate
across the country.
Thecharges were made against Thomas
by Anita Hill, a law professor at the
University of Oklahoma. Hill formerly
worked for Thomas as an attorney at the
Equal
Employment
Opportunity
Commission.
The allegations sent the Senate
Judiciary Committee back to the debating
room to hear testimony
from Hill, Thomas
and other witnesses.
Thomas has denied any wrongdoing
and the accusations remain unproven.
“Thomas should have been defeated,
because he was not the most qualified,
because he will vote to overtum abortion
rights, and because there are unresolved
questions about his character,” California

Democratic Party Chair Phil Angelides
said after the vote.
Republican Sen. John Seymour said
his vote to confirm Thomas may hurt him

next year when he is expected to face
Democrat Dianne Feinstein in the Senate
race.
Seymour, who had won feminist
support and received criticism from
conservatives for his support of abortion
rights, said he voted for Thomas because
he felt voting for confirmation was the
right thing to do.
“My conclusion was that there was
not credible evidence that he sexually
assaulted (Anita Hill), and therefore I

voted to support him,” Seymour said.
Linda Joplin, California coordinator
of the National Organization for Women,
said she was saddened by the Senate’s
response to the sexual harassment
allegations against Thomas.
She said his confirmation solidifies
long-term conservative control of the
court.
“T think some senators really did hear
and care. Others said the right things,
but really didn’t get the point,” Joplin
said. “One of the things it brought home
was the lack of representation of women
in the U.S. Senate. don’t feel represented
by that body.”
Bruce Herschensohn, a Los Angeles
television commentator who is seeking
the GOP nomination for Sen. Alan
Cranston’s senate seat, said Thomas
“will be a superb justice of the U.S.
Supreme Court.”
Cranston criticized Thomas in Senate
debate and
voted against
his
confirmation.
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Conference addresses environmental crisis
ReneLuna
LUMBERJACK STAFF
More than 2,000 student activists, including a group from HSU, attended a
conference Oct. 4-6 at the University of
Colorado, Boulder, to address the international environmental crisis.
“The response was fantastic and showed
that students are on the cutting edge of

activism and students are embracing the
issue like students once embraced the Vietnam anti-war movement,” said Amy
Balanger, national office representative of
SEAC, inatelephone interview
from Chapel

Hill, N.C.
SEAC was originally conceived by stu-

environmental issues nationally,”
said Eric
Kessler, media representative of the conference, ina telephone interview from Boul-

“We'd get there and it would just be
polite introductions
and that’s all. We didn’t

Kessler said participants in the gathering, “Common Ground: National Student
Environmental Conference,” came from
six countries and 50 states.
The conference was organized by the
Student Environmental Action Coalition

(SEAC).

“Nationally we are seeing a cycle of

S tudents will end up being one of the most
powerful forces for social change. y
RICK SPRINGER
100th Monkey Project

dent activists who became troubled by the
lack of access they had with lobbying
policymakers at the state and national levels, It was formed in 1988.

der,

6

have access,” Balanger said, “So we decided that people can’t solve problems of
the environment until we empower people
to control their own communities. That is
an issue of democracy.”
SEAC organizers said the current membership of over 30,000 makes it the biggest
student group in the world.
Matthew Barmann, co-director of HSU’s

TOM ANGEU/THE LUMBERJACK

Matthew Barmann, HSU environmental biology junior, sald the solar oven
built by members of CCAT can reach temperatures up to 300 degrees. It

would take about three hours to cook this pot of beans.

Campus Center for Appropriate Technol- States”; David Brower, chair of Earth Isogy (CCAT), said about 15 activists from land Institute; and Noel Brown, the North
HSU attended, which was proportionately American director of the United Nations
j Environmental Program.
very high for the size of the school.
Many activists spent their time “tabling.”
He said the local contingent consisted of
five groups: 100th Monkey Project, The Tabling gets its name from the tables that
Humboldt Greens, Graduation Pledge Alli- activists occupy when they network and
publicize their organizations in a desigance, Peace Resource Project and CCAT.
nated locale.
In a workshop representing CCAT,
Activists use the time to raise money by
Barmann built a solar oven and gave a
n
presentatio on Buck House, the CCAT selling such things as T-shirts. They dishouse on campus that uses only alternative tribute information and at the same time
can establish interpersonal networks with
energy sources.
Barmann said he explained the theory of other groups.
Jason Kirkpatrick,an HSU history junior
appropriate technology by “trying to get
across that appropriate technologies are and national coordinator of the Campus
simple, low environmental impact, direct Green Network, said, “The biggest thing
energy source technologies.”
that attracted me was meeting other student
ce
leaders.”
Another workshop, “Unity, Nonviolen
and Nuclear Testing,” was given by Rick
Kirkpatrick said he spent much of his
Springerof Arcata's 100th Monkey Project time tabling and has been receiving two
which opposes nuclear testing.
requests a week for organizing manuals
“Students will end up being one of the which he said will add to about 300 Greens
most powerful forces for social change,” chapters which currently operate nationSpringer said. “And the comprehensive ally.
nuclear test-ban treaty is the place they
Although there isnochapterat HSU, Dan
should start.”
Close — former HSU A.S. vice president,
He said the conference was a “wonder- on leave this semester — was chosen reful” opportunity to gain support for the gion-one coordinator for SEAC at a reprotest of nuclear testing in Nevada on gional conference held last Spring in Palo
Western Shoshone land planned for April Alto.
10-19.
Close will take over the position begin“We got a mailing list from 200 students ning in January.
from around the nation and also commitHe said he will not attempt to create a
ments to make contacts to figure out how to SEAC chapter at HSU, but will work inget the largest number of people there,” stead on networking existing environmenSpringer said.
tal groups.
The workshops reflected SEAC’s desire
“I’m going to try to bring more of a
of working toward “social justice and de- grassroots structure to SEAC,” Close said.
mocracy.”
“By this I mean I’m going to try to get
Among the lecturers were Howard Zinn, funding for smaller actions done by memauthor of “People’s History of the United ber regions.”

10% DISCOUNT
on purchases OR repairs!
(with Student I.D.)
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Watch Your Peer
(Being (Made!

Mon: Monday Night Football - Free Nacho Bar

Tues: Thad Beckman’s Open Mike Night
----~ Weds: Swing dancing with the Barry Sandford Band

Thurs: Bill Kern Country Western
Fri, Oct 18: Marla & Mike
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Sat, Oct. 19: Color Blind

Mon - Thurs 4:00 - 6:00 Happy Hour $1.75 pints!

617 4th Street * Eureka ¢ 445-4480
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HSU student returns from year of study in Spain
Bad luck marks experience
Robert Britt
LUMBERJACK STAFF
After being robbed,
shot at, and having to
move six times during one year of study in
Spain, HSU junior Callie Rabe and her

daughter still didn’t want to come home.
Instead, they turned bad luck and difficult living conditions into the best year of
their lives.
Rabe and her 5-year-old daughter, Cass,
lived in Madrid and Granada and participated in the California State University
International Programs.
“It was a really crazy year,” the 33-yearold liberal studies major said.
And it started getting crazy in the first
month.
After attending a demonstration
in Madrid
regarding events in the Persian Gulf, Rabe
and her daughter were listening to some
street musicians. Most of the crowd had
dispersed, she said.
Then Rabe heard what turned out to be
plastic bullets striking the ground around
her.
“T turned around and 15 police had surrounded us,” she said.
The two ran with acrowd of strangers for
about 15 minutes through alleys to the
safety of an empty building, closed the
door, and waited “for the screaming to
stop.”
Their bad luck didn’t stop there. Shortly
after moving into a new apartment, Rabe’s
landlord tried to double the rent. After a few
days of discussion, the landlord (also a

single mother) appeared in Rabe’s kitchen
one night, became enraged, and wielded a
knife.
Rabe escaped into the street with Cass at
1 a.m.
and fled, leaving all their possessions
behind.
Their bad luck continued. During the
Christmas season, Rabe’s parents came to
Spain to visit. Whileon the streetsof Madrid,
Rabe and her mother had their purses stolen
from their shoulders.
“That stuff happens to you anywhere in

Wetlands
° Continued from page 17
adopted in 1989, were based on good
science, science that took years of research. The Bush administration is now
seeking to do the same research in amuch

shorter time, he said.
“Are we going to have politicians tell
scientists to abandon good science for
political expediency?” Meyer said.
“There are very good scientific reasons
for including wetlands that are wet seven
days a year,” Meyer continued, saying
that many of these temporary pools of
water are of critical importance to migrat-

ing waterfowl.
Under the old guidelines, land that was

saturated with water for as little as seven
consecutive days per year was considered a wetland and received federal protection. Certain plants and water distribution features also designated an area as
being a wetland.

The new proposed definition classifies

:

the world,” Rabe said. “It wasn’t because it
was Spain.”
Rabe said being a single mother made the
year particularly difficult in a country so
permeated with Catholicism. She said
people would sometimes try to take advantage of her.
On the other hand, she said, after some of
her misfortunes, “the most wonderful people
came out.”
After the altercation with her landlord,an
old man she didn’t
know took her in for the
night and loaned her money. The local
grocery store and Cass’ pre-school both let
her delay payments until she could have
money wired from the United States.
Rabe said the difficult living conditions
provided some of their best times.
Inconveniences such as not having a car
or phone simply meant walking more, and
friends came by more often, she said.
Because she had no washing machine,
Rabe spent a lot of days outside handwashing her clothes, but that turned into
valuable time with her daughter.
“It was one of our prime times together,”
she said. Now

she said she misses

that

quality time.
Rabe said she also misses the cultural
diversity of the neighborhoods she lived in,
where she could hear German, Arabic and
Spanish all at once.
She liked the undisciplined style of teaching at the University of Granada. She said it
was more conceptual. Reading was optional and usually complemented the lectures, but was not on the tests, she said.
The education Rabe got in Spain went far
beyond the classroom.
She said her attitude about how to live
has changed since their return. She has set
new priorities that reflect life in Spain, such
as more relaxation time and more time with
her daughter.
“This was the best year of my life by far,”
she said. “It was the best thing I’ve ever
done for myself and for Cass.
“If a woman can go alone and end up in
Madrid with a kid and three suitcases, anybody can do it,” she said.

a wetland as land that is flooded with
water 15 consecutive days per year or is
saturated with water up to the surface of
the soil for 21 days per year. It also
reduces the variety of plants which can
qualify an area as a wetland.
The new manual outlining the changes
underwent a 60-day period of public
comment and scientific analysis which
ended yesterday.

ROBERT BRITT/THE LUMBERJACK

Calile Rabe and her daughter Cass returned from Spain In August. Cass Is
wearing a “sevillana” or customary Spanish dress. She sald she speaks

Spanish “better than my mom.”

Exchange

Foreign Study
Top three fields of study

* Continued from page 17

for students going abroad*
time-consuming than HSU with its eighthour school days and four-hour tests.
Zimmerman said the experience of going
from the diverse culture of the United States
to a more homogeneous one has made him

30 million acresof wetlands with equivalent pollution controls
would cost a mini-

mum of $100 billion.

students

“alot more observant of differences (and) a

lot more tolerant of people.”
Just as students have different reasons
for studying abroad, so are their experiences different.
Kimberly Tucker went to France through
the IP program hoping it would help her to
make a career decision. The 23-year-old
French major had already been to Europe,
and was considering living and working in
France.
“It (the program) helped me decide what
I wanted to do with my career,” Tucker
said.
While there, she decided to return home
in January, get her degree at HSU and
eventually teach elementary school in the
United States.
Cretser said students should show they
have investigated the country and have a
reason for going there, such as to perfect
language skills, compare research methods
or prepare for a career.
There will be informational meetings
regarding IP on Monday, Nov. 4 at 4 p.m.,
and Tuesday, Nov. 5 at 1 p.m. in the Kate
Buchanan Room.

IESPRESSO

It will be reviewed by the EPA, and
the Bush administration will review the
evidence produced over the 60-day period before deciding whether to adopt
the changes or not.
Wetlands serve an important function
in flood control, absorbing water upstream that would otherwise find its way
into the river and create flood problems,
Meyer said.
Wetlands act as nature’s kidneys, filtering water passing through them and
absorbing heavy metals
and other toxics.
An article in the Aug. 19 issue
of The
New York Times stated that replacing

All United States

Social
studies

Foreign
languages

Liberal
arts

Source: Intstitute of international Education

CSU International
Programs students

Foreign
languages

Business/
management

Architecture

Source: CSU International Programs
*1989/90 academic

GRAPHIC BY ROBERT BRITT
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AND, from local bakeries— fresh pastries, bagels,
scones, muffins, croissants, cookies and cakes.
HOURS:
BROWSE through our unique selection

of gift baskets featuring Humboldt County
food, beer and wine.
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El Teatro de la Esperanza

Performance Artist
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All-Stars
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Guillermo.

Gomez-Pena
Experience cultural vertigo as
this award-winning
performance artist presents the
border guide’s arrival to the
“strange land of opportunity”
called Califas. A multi-faceted
portrait of the contemporary
Mexicar/US border experience.

$9 general
$6 students & seniors
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Old Creamery Dance Center
High energy dance music
by some of Nigeria's best
musicians!
$10 general

$7 HSU students

In its unique bi-lingual, bicultural style, the jokes about
feminine beauty, food,
abussive or elusive males and
“la migra,” (the immigration
officials), hit hard with a
message about the absurdity
of trying to fit a stereotype.
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The Depot, HSU
Traditional folk music of
Veracruz, Mexico

Saturday, November 2, Spm

$10 all tickets

An Acoustic Evening with
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Featuring Kingfish;
Tom Constanten, former keyboardist for the Dead; and
David Nelson from the Jerry Garcia Acoustic Band and
New Riders of the Purple Sage
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from Beyond”
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A special program by this
Grammy Award winning East
L.A. band
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$15 general / $12 HSU students

Info & MC/Visa phone orders:

826-3928

All performances at HSU Van
Duzer Theatre unless otherwise
noted.

Tickets:
The Works, Eureka & Arcata
The New Outdoor Store, Arcata

University Ticket Office,
Nelson Hall East, HSU
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Members of the Humboldt Jewish Wedding Band, Joseph
Byrd, accordian; Fred Tempas, tuba; Russ Futoran,

trombone; Frank Stover, clarinet; and Brad Werren, trumpet,
help get the crowd up and dancing Saturday night at the
International Beer Gardens with their European-sounding

rhythms. Naomi Steinberg, vocalist, led members of the

audience in Yiddish dances.

Band leads Yiddish dance, song

‘Jewish Wedding’ joins music and audience
Jason Tennant
LUMBERJACK STAFF
The Humboldt Jewish Wedding Band
put on a show Saturday that was worthy of
a real wedding.
The atmosphere was a friendly, joyous
one that let everyone feel at ease and
participate in the dancing which was going
on around the room.
Lead singer Naomi Steinberg frequently
came down from the stage, grabbed a
dancing partner, and started “cutting the
rug.”
The band played a brassy, heart-lifting
and entertaining beat that kept everyone in
high spirits. It was traditional, festive,
celebration music.

The International Beer Gardens was the
perfect environment for the show. The
audience enjoyed German stout and ale
while listening to the pounding, screeching
and booming of what could have been a
European neighborhood band.
The Humboldt Jewish: Wedding Band
consists of an accordion, clarinet, tuba,
saxophone, trombone, drums, piccolo and a
tambourine to round out the exciting sounds
the band produces.
Dressed in traditional European clothing,
the band members each had a flair for
individual costumes, doing their best to put
people, as they kept saying, “... in a small
European village somewhere between
Minsk and Pinsk.”
Every second or third song the band

stopped and led the crowd in a different
traditional Yiddish wedding dance.
“After all,” Steinberg said, “We are a
wedding band.”
The evening was in the tradition of a fine
Jewish gathering — families- young and
old, enjoying a festive occasion. Even an
HSU class which attended for a cultural
event had fun.
Circling the dance floor doing Yiddish
dance steps, generations of families shared
laughs as they sidestepped, cross-stepped
and kicked to their hearts’ content.
The group specializes in Yiddish songs
of the ’40s and ’50s. Traditional songs such
as “The Wedding Song” were big hits.
Other songs like ““At The Rabbi’s Table”
were very uplifting. The “Beer-Barrelled

Polka” was a vigorous spinning affair that
brought out the dancers-at-heart.
Trumpeter Brad Werren sang a wonderful
version of “If I Were A Rich Man,” from
Broadway’s “Fiddler on the Roof.”
Steinberg explained the origins of each
song the band performed, showing a poetic
side to the band’s traditional tunes.
After trying to marry off a dentist from
Southern California,
band members became
teachers and kept the enthusiastic crowd on
its toes by showing it traditional wedding
dances.
The Humboldt Jewish Wedding Band
was a wonderful experience to those who
knew what to expect. Those who had no
idea what they were getting themselves into
were pleasantly surprised.

‘All-Stars’ comb ine Afrobeat, messages about life
Jilayne Jordan
LUMBERJACK

STAFF

Music can heal you.
This is the idea that inspires
the creativity of O.J. Ekemode
and the Nigerian All-Stars. A
love of life, God and peace are
the keys to success in this world,
Ekemode said in a telephone
interview from Oakland.
Those things are also the
driving force behind the unique
sound his band calls Afrobeat.
Ithas been more than 30 years
since O.J. (Orlando Julius)
Ekemode invented the Afrobeat
sound at his home in Nigeria.
Since then he and his Nigerian
All-Stars have spread its sound
through every state in the United
States, as well as Canada,
London, Amsterdam, Germany,
Paris, Italy and most of West
Africa.
The group’s music is most

PHOTO COURTESY OF FAST LANE PRODUCTIONS

popular in Africa, where it has
released 12 albums
— compared
to three in the United States. But
wherever the group goes, its

sounds are welcomed.

“People can’t help but get into
us,” Ekemode said. “We move
them, and we make them happy.”

Ekemode began playing
music when he was just a boy in
Nigeria, he said. As a Yoruban
native, he specialized in
percussion instruments and
mastered the “talking drum”

The Nigerian All-Stars consist
of Ekemode (saxophone and
vocals),
Goldfinger
Doe
(keyboards), Jeffrey Sikiru
(percussion), Kenny Okulolo

sound.

There is also always at least one
woman performing with them.
“Females and males playing
together, that is the world,”
Ekemode said. “If I were in a

He grew up listening to jazz
horn players like John Coltrane,
Charlie Parker and Miles Davis,
which inspired him to lean how
to play the saxophone and other
reed instruments as well, he said.
It was OJ.’s decision to blend
the danceable ju-ju rhythms of
African music with the improvi-—
sational feel of jazz into a single
sound — Afrobeat.
In the years since Ekemode
came to the United States in the
late °70s, many people have
passed in and out of his band.
Members of Kotoja, Zulu Spear,
Square Roots and others have
played in Ekemode’s band at
one time or another.

(Bass) and Jimmie Lee (guitar).

band with only males, it would

not be complete.”
Rhythm is the key to the band’s
sound, he said. It comes from
original African roots, and is
guaranteed to get you dancing.
“The music will move you,”
he said. “Your body will start
moving, and you won’t be able
to help it.”
Ekemode described the band
as one with a message. “Our
songs are about life,” he said. “It

See O.J., page 25
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Seattle bands do their best to defy noise pollution laws
venture opting for a psychedelic lilt over

Chris Jackson

sheer power. The energy is still there,

LUMBERJACK STAFF

however, lurking in the background and
rising to the surface from time to time with

Seattle is acity with an erection —a606foot spire of steel and concrete thrusting
skyward above Puget Sound. While many
residents stick to the story that the '62
World’s Fair gave the city this grotesque
architectural stiffy, I think I’ ve come across
the real cause.
Beside their reputation for hating
Californians, citizens of Seattle are making
a name for themselves in the world of
alternative music. Bands like Mudhoney
and Nirvana
are cranking out grungy, over-

Cobain’s crafty guitar fills.
Unlike its labelmates, “melodic” is a
word not in Mudhoney’s vocabulary.
On its latest release “Every Good Boy
Deserves Fudge,” Mudhoney abducts the
listener on a high-speed sonic joyride with
guitarists Steve Tumer and Mark Arm at

the wheel.
This Seattle five-piece never strays too
far from its bone-crunching ethic where
noise is the norm. Heavily under the
influence of “Raw Power”-era Stooges,
Mudhoney’s forte is driving psychedelictinged guitar sludge.
Lyrics are delivered with the deadpan
style reminiscent of early Iggy Pop that
might not appeal to the less adventurous

the-top, ultra-high decibel guitar rock that
packs enough testosterone-laden power to
set even the granite willies at Mount
Rushmore standing on end.
New releases by both bands on Seattle’s
independent Sub Pop label recall the sound

of late-’60s/early-’70s Detroit bands The
Stooges and MCS.
Instead of giving in to the clichés of
leather-clad metal contemporaries with
masturbatory soloing
and cartoonish poses,
Mudhoney and Nirvana take a more
stripped-down approach. Amps are turned
to 11, distortion pedals clicked on, and
caution is thrown to the wind.
On “Nevermind,” Nirvana’s sophomore
release, the band pushes the sonic envelope
with songs that mix melodic vocal delivery
with sheer instrumental
power. Guitar, bass,
and drums fuse in acombined assault on the
listener’s skull.
Vocalist/guitarist Kurt Cobain never
resorts to tactics of the typical hard-rock
shrieker.
His voice suggests youthful Angst

TL

listener. On tracks like “Pokin’ Around,”
the edge of the instrumentation is dulled by
half-hearted singing.
Itmay be nocoincidence
that the album’s
most kick-butt cut is an instrumental. On

“Fuzzgun '91,” Mudhoney hit the beach
~
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out that primal power which keeps the
Space Needle standing tall and proud.

—NOW OPEN—
AFTER HOURS

PLAYING

FOR MORE
HSU TICKET

waiting. These bands will justkeepcranking
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and a range of emotions stretching from | Grohl leapinto the fray and the three explode
fury to gentle melancholy.
together, only to withdraw moments later.
The album opens with the power-chord
A wall of white noise is replaced by gentler
assault of “Smells Like Teen Spirit.” guitar notes as Cobain begins to sing of
Cobain’s restrained strumming in the first adolescent confusion and frustration only
few chords suddenly breaks its bonds as
to explode again into the chorus.
bassist Chris Novoselic and drummer David
“Come as You Are” is a more cerebral

with
a blistering surf-guitar adventure which
numbs the senses.
Mudhoney and Nirvana are pulling no
punches. “Every Good Boy...” and
“Nevermind” don’t just hit below the belt—
these songs grab you there.
The Seattle sound won’t find itself in the
national spotlight
any time soon and I doubt
Nirvana or Mudhoney are anxiously

tpm-3am’

ee eee
INFORMATION
OFFICE 826-3928

From Bars to Breakfast

After Hours effective
Sept. 13th & 14th
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school year.
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Friday Nite
The Bandalier “O” Girl Returns, 9 to 1 a.m.

Saturday

Nite

The Best Place to Be
Send The Lumberjack
home to you family

for only $7 a semester
or $12 a year!

Happy Hour 9-Midnight
865 9th St.

822-2302
Arcata
Please Don’t Drink & Drive
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*Burgers & Breakfast
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Silent ‘Tabu’ brings mystery’ of islands to big screen
P.J. Johnston
LUMBERJACK STAFF

expressionist who had grown
tired of Hollywood dramas —
made his debut in the genre, he
took it to new heights.
The movie was shot entirely
on location in Tahiti, Bora Bora
and Morea. Mumau found inthe
island people and culture the
inspiration for a timeless,
mythical tale about doomed
lovers. Through Floyd Crosby’s
stunning cinematography (which
garnered an Oscar) and the
marvelous,
natural performances
of the native “cast,” Murnau
manages to capture the poetic
beauty of an island civilization at
acrossroads, and tell a rapturous
story at the same time.
“Tabu” begins with an
exhilarating scene of a native

Oneof the wonderful things about living
in a college town like Arcata is having a
movie theater like the Minor.
At this “second-run” movie house, we

get to see mainstream films (arriving a
mere few weeks late) as well as oldies,
foreign flicks and “art films,” and we get to
see them as they were meant to be seen: on
the screen, in the dark, among strangers,

popcorn in hand.

|

“Tabu,” which opens Friday, is a perfect
example. A 1931 silent classic, F.W.
Murnau’s “Tabu” is
a movie which

would never hold up

|

on video, but which

lights
screen
taking
white

Movie

up the big
with breathblack-andphotography

mesmerizing power
of a lost art.
Don’t let the
“silent” part throw
you. “Tabu,” which
was released with a
score,
was one of the

review
Ye

You'll live every raptur-

couple, Reri and Matahi, playing

ous moment of this radiant romance!

in a Bora Bora waterfall. It’s a

sensual,

A Murnau-Flaherty
Production

Se
fie
© @

F.W. MURNAU

PeintimallNarveae
synchronized music
last major filmstobe

captivating

moment,

spread out on a voluptuous
tapestry of South-Sea paradise.
The young lovers’ world is soon
shattered, however, when atribal

elder arrives on Bora Bora,

bearing a message: The chief of
A new version of F.W. Murnau’s silent

shot silent. It marks the creative zenithofa

classic, “Tabu,” opens Friday at the Minor.

popular genre called the “travelogue” —

and the newly restored film burns today
with exciting craftsmanship and lyrical
beauty.
Travelogues were the precursors to
National Geographic documentaries and

Jacques Cousteau specials, and in the early
days of cinema, audiences flocked to see
exotic peoples
and places in living motion.
But when Murnau — the German

all the islands has chosena sacred

maiden. The chosen one is Reri,

and from this day forward
must not touch her or cast
her the eye of desire, for in her honor
_the honor of all her people.”
After an electrifying celebration
— in which Reri dances with her

“man
upon
rests
scene
eyes

“Tabu”:

Romantic adventure. Starring
Reri, Matahi, Hitu. Directed by
F. W. Murnau. Story by F. W.
Murnau, Robert J. Flaherty.

Restored by the UCLA Film and
Television Archive.
Evaluation:

*

kx *

downcast, until Matahi appears before her
— the lovers defy the “tabu,” and flee to a
Westernized, pear!-trading neighbor island.
The rest of the film involves their struggle
to remain free. It turns out to be a struggle
against fate, which Mumau renders in
dreamlike imagery and rhythm.
The second half of the film evolves into
an eerie, hypnotic interplay between light
and shadow, leading to an unforgettable
conclusion. The final moments of “Tabu,”
in their visual perfection, represent the
power of the silent film in its finest form.
The Minor’s revival of “Tabu”
commemorates the 60th anniversary of F.W.
Murnau’s death. He was killed in a car
crash near Santa Barbara while the film was
in post-production. This restored print is of
better quality than the original release, and
includes censored footage that was too riské
for ’30s audiences.
It’s a fitting tribute that Murnau’s last
film — a tragic celebration of young love
— be seen by audiences today the way he
intended it to be seen.
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HSU STUDENTS
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Arcade Room

Daily Happy Hour

HSU Special Events
Fund Raisers
Clubs Welcome

Video Games e¢ Pool Tables
Dart Boards

Your Family Fun Center
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Don't Waste

Pin Room

Time Elsewhere

213 F St. Eureka

See Us First!

- 1040 H St. Arcata

Your Hosts: Sal and Laura Tripoli
793 K Streets Arcata

°822-2453¢
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"Smart"

Drink Parties Coming Soon!
The Trend Of The 90's!
Get Together With Other Smart People
AND PARTY!!!
LIVE BANDS! « MOVIES! - TALENT SHOWS!
Call 822-6979 For More Information.
—Available at the Giant's Cupboard—

CWhat Goes Around Comes Around
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10% Student Discount

Pacific Rim
Computers

- October Special

with Valid I.D.

Binder Paper
Binders
Computer Paper
Report Covers
Portfolios
Plastic Desk Trays
Envelopes
Typing Paper

833 H Street

822-0527
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970 I Street ¢
Arcata, CA 95521 © (707) 822-7411
Corner of 10th & I Sts in the Seely & Tine Bldg.

The best way
to write home.
Wherever you're from, The
Lumberjack can send your
college news home for you.
Just $7 per semester, $12 for
the whole year. Call 826-3259
for information.

im

A Public Service of the USDA Forest Service

and your State Forester.

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
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O.J.
° Continued from page 21
teaches people a lot of things: things about
the world, peace, happiness, love for one
another and the gift of freedom.”
The Nigerian All-Stars’ newest

album,“All Over The World We Pray For
World Peace,” released barely a month
agoonOakland-based
Ashiko Records, was
inspired by adream Ekemode had in which
he discovered the way to achieve peace in
the world was to pray.
The album covers all spectrums of life in
its songs. These include “From Selma to

Soweto,” a politically-charged tribute to
the Rev. Martin Luther King and Nelson
Mandela that calls for an end to racism;

“Ope,” which is sung in the form of a

prayer giving thanks to God for being alive;
“Miliki,” encouraging people not to rush
life; and “Oni Suru,” which stresses the
importance of having patience with life in
order to be successful in it.
Many of O.J. Ekemode and the Nigerian
All-Stars’ songs are sung in languages other
than English, including Spanish, French,
Japanese and its native Yoruba.
The band wears original African dress
during performances, and incorporates
Native dancing into its stage show which
Ekemode described simply as “very
interesting.”
O.J. Ekemode and the Nigerian All-Stars
will be performing Saturday at the Old
Creamery Dancenter in Arcata at 9 p.m.
Tickets are $7 for students and $10
general, and can be purchased at the
University Ticket Office in Nelson Hall
East and The New Outdoor Store in Arcata.
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Catch the latest wave in entertainment news
every week in The Lumberjack’s Currents

ARCATA'S FLORIST

rentals

99¢

OVER FORTY YEARS

Corsages
Balloon Boquets
Fruit & Gourmet
Food

each!

October

15

to

31

Baskets

"}” Energy Saving Tools.

VIDEO WIZARD

. 1’ © 100% Recycled Paper.
“*,
(Post-consumer)

822-7305

"eNon-Toxic, Environmentally
Safe Products.

-

6511

a

IN SUNNY BRAE CENTER

Your Choices

|. Makea Difference! -

822- 0391

Got an opinion?

ELDA V. UELAND

celery Service
From
Trinidad To

| SOLUTIONS:

College Of The Redwoods
FLOWERS WIRED
AROUND THE WORLD

Environmentally Sound Products

WE HONOR
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
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Discover

Kinko's.

MURPHY’S

For most of us, there just aren't
enough hours in a 9 fo 5 day to get
some of our important

aa MURPHY’S

saMURPHY’S

31

PIZZA ‘simply ne Bex" HH PIZZA. ‘simply nesex HH PIZZA. ‘sinpiy ne Bex 4

pete done on time.
tha t's why
we're =
late.

Every

Are you mad as hell and not going to take it any more¢
Let the world know what’s on your mind. Write a
letter to The Lumberjack. Letters are limited to 250
words and must be signed. Include a
phone number and address, class standing
and major if applicable. Deliver letters to

day. So

no matter
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81 6-Topping Pizza Bi
$8.95 ii
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3° Copies!

Murphy's
uses premium Canadian
Two of your favorites! Half pep- a
peroni and half Canadian bacon mam bacon combined with Dole pineae apple for this tasty tropical pizza. an linguica, salami, pepperoni & ground beef.
and pineapple.
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Make your home safe
Malte

from hazardous waste.
gy
ft ff iy
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BEERS,

Undefeated
Intramural
Teams!
Sunday Softball
Bombers

Thursday Softball
Fishheads

Jagermeister

Foul Play

Idiots

Lompsters

Monday Softball

Pancake Batters

Mighty Diamionds

B Basketball

Purple Gels
Tuesday Softball

Hoss & Co.
§ Faculty All-Stars

Team USA
Fog Heads

6ft. Basketball
Fins

Wednesday Softball

A Soccer

Black Sox

Webejammin

Chelsea
B Soccer

Great Whites
Cheezers

Net Penetration

Drive your toxics away this Saturday!
Every household has some. It’s called Household Hazardous Waste. Most
of us have a utility shelf in the garage full of it...paint, glue, turpentine,
used motor oil, an old car battery, and fertilizer, toname a few. Some of us
keep it under the kitchen sink...oven cleaner, drain opener, and disinfectant. If not disposed of properly, it can cause serious health and environmental problems, like water pollution.

So what can we do? We can decide which products we are going to use up
and then take the rest to Humboldt County’s Household Hazardous CleanUp Day on October 19th. Take it to the location below. Humboldt County
will take it off your hands, and you’!] make your home safe from hazardous
waste.

Please Bring:

Please Do Not Bring:

> pesticides
D pasate

radioactives

;

explosives

p hobby supplies
» pool/spa chemicals

medical waste

) aerosol CANS (with some remaining contents)

» household cleaners/polishes

» solvents —

p automotive products

as cylinders

PCRS

business waste

:

p household and car batteries
> procs labeled: CAUTION,
WARNING,
ANGER, FLAMMABLE, POISON
This free-Clean-Up Day is for Humboldt County
residents only and there’s a 5-gallon allowance
per vehicle. Please transport wastes in a box and
be careful not to spill them. Do not miz separate
products together. For more information call

Map Directions:

Going south, take the Ki

Salmon Ave. exit, turn le
under the Highway, turn left
onto South Broadway
for approximately % mile.

445-6215.

Tournament
3-on-3 Hoops!
men & women divisions
Nov. 2 & 3
If you are interested please
come by the IM Office
or call 826-6011

GENUINE
‘

CLEAN-UP DAY Sa
Going

north,
take the

Broadway
for approzimately % mile.

Saturday, Oct.19, 8:30 am-2:00 pm
HUMBOLDT COUNTY DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE
9690 S. BROADWAY »E UREKA (Base of Humboldt Hill)
ponsored by Humboldt County

King

S
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Senior Freeman Baysinger

keeps a step ahead of the Thunderbirds en route to an HSU record of 251 yards on 13 receptions In HSU’s 35-30 victory.

‘Jacks gunning for Davis after decade of defeat
Matthew Glenn
LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU defeated the University of British
Columbia 35-30 Saturday night to raise its
record to 4-2 going into its first Northem
California Athletic Conference game this

weekend against UC Davis.
Senior Freeman

Baysinger caught

13

passes for 251 yards to shatter the school’s
existing record for receptions which was
set at 214 yards by David Booth in 1987.
“I thought I had only 100 yards,”
Baysinger said. “That record really caught
me by surprise.”
Junior quarterback Chris Oswald
completed 22 of 37 passes for 360 yards.
“We popped our offense bubble,” said

senior tight end Brian Saxton, referring to
the Lumberjacks’ low offensive-yardage
totals in previous games. Saxton had 90
yards receiving in the game.
The win was the last non-conference
game for the Lumberjacks. The team will
play the Aggies at Davis Saturday. Kickoff
is 2 p.m. at Toomey Field.
Davis’ record is 4-1, but the team hasn’t

Aggies break HSU soccer’s win streak
‘Jacks fall from top
spot after injuryplagued weekend

a

‘2

t

Dave Gallagher
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Injuries and a controversial call jeopardized the title hopes of the HSU men’s
soccer team as it lost a pair of games last
weekend.
The team dropped both games to UC
Davis and slipped from first to fourth place

in the Northem California Athletic Conference.
The call came in Saturday’s game with
three minutes left and UC Davis leading 21.
“We scored a goal to tie the game and we

were celebrating. Davis was taking the ball
back to midfield because they also figured
it was a goal,” Coach Alan Exley said.
“Then the refs called offside. It was a

crusher.”
Junior forward Kamika Sherwood, the
player called offside, said he didn't think
the call was correct.
Exley said a videotape
showed the goal
should have counted.
“It was a legitimate goal,” Exley said.

TINA BOLLING / THE LUMBERJACK

HSU midfielder Eric Hart (right) grapples with a Davis opponent Sunday.
“You have to live with subjective calls and
the loss of two midfielders who both play a
hope they balance out. It was tough at such
crucial role in the game. Senior Steve Abele
a critical point, but we have to learn to live
pulled a hamstring and might not be able to
with it.”
play in this weekend’s game against
Davis wenton to win 2-1 Saturday and 4Stanislaus. Freshman Phil Rouse is out for
0 on Sunday.
See Soccer, page 29
Injuries in Saturday’s games resulted in

lost a conference game since 1981, at the
hands of HSU.
Both teams have played close games
against common opponents. Davis beat St.
Mary’s 13-12 while HSU beat them 17-14.
HSU lost to Santa Clara 28-23, while the
Aggies beat them 31-21.
““We’ve been beating (Davis) at halftime
every year that I’ve been here, but this year
is different,” Baysinger said. “They know
we're not a joke.”
In order to do well against Davis and the
rest of the conference, the Lumberjacks
will have to continue to do what they do
best on offense — get Baysinger the ball.
“He hadn’t caught a ball for two weeks in
a game,” Oswald said. ““We knew we had to
get the ball to him.”
The team delivered on its part of the
bargain — and Baysinger delivered the
goods. Beside his record-setting performance as a receiver, he rushed for 40
yards and returned the second-half kickoff
87 yards for a touchdown.
While the offense has found its niche, the
defense has been stretched but not broken.
The defense is fifth in the six-team NCAC,
allowing an average of 424.8 yards a game.
But the defense has come through when
it counted, keeping its opponents from
scoring. The defense is first in scoring
defense in the NCAC, allowing an average
of only 18.2 points per game.
The "Jacks defense got its due when
senior middle linebacker Pete Martin was
named the NCAC defensive player of the
week. Martin made 14 tackles, including a
sack to cut off a British Columbia drive at
the end of the game.
“We're not looking for the big player.
We're each doing our own job,” said senior

defensive end Adam Aikman.

®

The defense will have to be stingy about
second-half scoring. The team allowed both
St. Mary’s and British Columbia to make
comeback drives in the final quarter only to
be stopped in the waning seconds.
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Rough sport ‘a character test’

Rugby at HSU a game of stamina, tradition
Matthew Glenn
LUMBERJACK STAFF

“Rugby is a gentleman’s sport,” said senior captain
Todd Perruchon after HSU’s 18-0 trouncing of CSU
Sacramento Saturday.
HSU rugby players pride themselveson being gentlemen
in a rough sport. Tournament referees have awarded the
team three sportsmanship trophies in four years.
“The trophies are given to the teams that most exemplify
sportsmanship and fair play,” HSU Head Coach Chris
Byme said.
Sportsmanship isn’t the only quality Byrmne’s team
demonstrates. It also wins.
Freshman Paul Denver said the rugby team was one of
the reasons he came to HSU from New York.
“Everyone back East who knows rugby has heard of
HSU. HSU is to rugby what Tennessee is to football,”
Denver said.
Byme has a lot of people playing rugby for him this year.
In fact, he said he has 26 players who could be starters on
the “A” team.
Unfortunately, only 15 players can play on the field at
one time. This
has placed Byme
in an unusual
— but lucky
— Situation.
“Because of our depth and team unity I think this is
going to be my best team in four years,” Byrne said.
“T like what (HSU football coach) Whitmire believes
about unity. To be a team, he’s changed his team. He’s
putting guys on who play well together, not just a bunch of
stars,” he said.
“In rugby there can’t be stars. There’s just too many
guys on the field for one guy to stand out from the rest,”he
said. “Usually eight or nine guys touch the ball before a
team scores.”
Byme said the attitude of the rugby player can matter
more than his size.
“Rugby is a character test,” he said. “When you're using
your own body you feel at risk. It doesn’t take physical
size. It takes physical courage. It does, however, take
quickness and a lot of stamina.
“A lot of people would be surprised at the amount of

TINA BOLLING / THE LUMBERJACK
HSU

alumnus

John

Russell

(light jersey)

is

Tori Golino, Jr. and Chris Reighn (from left) at an

swarmed by HSU rugby players Luis Espinoza,

alumni game at the Arcata Sports Complex.

conditioning involved,” Byme said. “It isn’t like football
where there is a rest between plays. In rugby these guys run
up and down the field for40 minutes
a half with onlya fiveminute break between halves.”
To unify his team Byme said he relies on the traditions
of rugby.
During
a game weekend the team will
eat meals together,
and after the game both teams get together for a meal and

to sing traditional songs.
“The songs have been passed down to our team from
HSU teams before us,” Perruchon said. “Both teams put the
game behind them and have a good time.”
Senior Keith Hess said he believes the team would be
unified even without the traditions.
“We're a bunch of guys with intense attitudes. We all
have the same attitude. ..kind of like a family,” Hess said.

The Shelled Synchilla®
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‘Off the couch’

Happy trails await mountain bikers

Robert Britt
LUMBERJACK STAFF
I passed a car the other day on my way to
Chico that had one of those stupid yellow

signs which read “fitness fanatic aboard.”
The road was straight, the driver had her
seat reclined, her cruise control set and she
was doing sit-ups
— proof this fitness thing
has gone too far.
Everybody is way too serious about their

sports these days. It’s no good to just be in
shape or just have fun. You have to “know”

your sport.
Not all of us have Bo’s moves.
Call ita love for variety, or an inability to

persevere, but there’s so many outdoor
activities available to us here it’s hard to

focus on one or two.
And that lack of focus willbe the focusof
“Off the Couch.” We'll religiously drag
ourselves off the couch once each week to
bring the outdoors to you.
A common problem for mountain bikers
is finding legal places to ride. There actually are some besides the Arcata Community Forest.
Scott Sinclair, off-highway vehicle
(OHV) coordinator for the Forest Service,

said all forest service lands are open to
mountain bikers, excluding wilderness areas. Currently, use is permitted on all trails.
The closest area is off highway 299, about
three to four miles up Titlow Hill Road,
Sinclair said.
Sinclair said regulations for mountain

bikes are up in the air right now, and bikes
will probably be included in the OHV category “when the dust settles on the management plan.” If that happens, mountain
bikes will only be allowed on marked trails,
he said.
Sinclair said paved and dirtroadsare also
open to mountain bikers on Forest Service
land. For more information, get the Forest
Service’s booklet, “Tread Lightly.”
If you’re looking for someplace different
for mountain biking, try Chico’s Bidwell
Park, 4 1/2 hours east.
Bidwell’s North Rim Trail is a kinder,
gentler slope than what you’ll find in the
Arcata Community Forest, but that doesn’t
make it easier.
Bring your helmet (required by law if

you're off-road), pump, patch kit and Ben

Soccer
¢ Continued from page 27
the season with a knee injury. Junior
Richard Nielson is having back problems and could also miss the next game.
“If you lose your midfielders like that
you lose the combinations,” Exley said.
“The team has to adjust and that takes
some time. The team should be ready for
Stanislaus after getting adjusted at practice this week.”
The next two weeks will be crucial for
HSU’s shot at the NCAC title. After
playing third-place Stanislaus at home
this weekend, the team travels to Sonoma
to play the undefeated Cossacks.

“Right now we are preparing for
Stanislaus because if we don’t do well
against them, we won’t have a realistic
chance to win the conference,” Exley
said. “Right now, we are still in control
of our fate.”
He said the team actually played better in Sunday’s
4-0 loss than the 2-1 loss
on Saturday.
“I was disappointed on Saturday beCause we gota little complacent. We had
chancesto get a comfortable lead but we
just didn’t capitalize,” he said.
“On Sunday the team played their
hearts out and we pulled our defense to
try and get some goals when it was 2-0,”
he said. “We had to go for offense rather
than accept defeat.”

Gay. North Rim Trail is composed of red
rocks, brown rocks and black rocks.
View Bidwell’s 2,250 acres from above,
then explore the steeper trails in and out of
the canyon to the south as you work your
way up the ridge.
The horizon teases you all the way up and
it always looks like you’re almost somewhere. The best thing to do is proclaim the
spot where your legs give out as the unoffiCial top.
Descending on this lava bed turns your
bike into a jackhammer on wheels.
You'll cuss at your bike and its stiff ride
all the way down. It would cuss at you if it
could. All your muscles tighten up as you
try to stay on the trail, and on your bike. A
fall here would leave lots of craters on your
body and not very much skin.
By the time you get down into the valley
again your whole body is tingling from the
vibration, you’ve probably got a pinch-flat,
and the soft trails of the North Coast redwood forests are looking pretty good.

HSU Volleyball
loses to Sonoma
The HSU women’s volleyball team is
back in the East Gym this weekend after a
3-1 loss to Sonoma State Saturday.
The defeat dropped the team to fourth
place in conference and puts the pressure
on HSU to keep its title hopes alive.
HSU junior setter Marta Andrade leads
the Northern California Athletic Conference in assists, averaging 11.06 per game.
Outside hitters Leigh Whitmire and Abby
Ackroyd are second and third in kills averaging 3.59 and 3.35, respectively.
The "Jacks host CSU Hayward Friday
and San Francisco State Saturday. Both
games start at 7:30 p.m.

Top HSU athletes
picked for 90-91
Denise Walker and Luke Parham were
named top athletes at HSU for the 1990-91
school year.
Walker was an All-American in cross
country and track and field last year. She
finished 24th overall in the NCAA Division
II cross country championships in Novem-

ber and sixth in the 800 meters at the track
and field nationals in San Angelo, Texas.
Parham won the NCAA Division II
heavyweight wrestling title last March in
Fargo, N. D. He was the fifth HSU wrestler
to win an individual national tide.

surfboards - wetsuits - clothing
skateboards - accessories
facatio, Cobsfococe

932 9th Street, Arcata, CA

¢ 822-2680 «
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The week in sport

Matino-s Club

Serr

Sports

| Football
OVERALL
UC Davis
Humboidt

Ww
4
4

7

Sonoma

4

1
|
|

Chico
Hayward
SF State

2
2
1

Last week
Sonoma 22, St. Mary's 17

oooocsco +

}
1
}

Fans!

UC Davis 29, CSU Northridge 17
SF State 55, Menlo 7
Humboldt 35, British Columbia 30
UC Santa Barbara 42, Hayward 31

This week

Sonoma at Hayward
Humboldt at UC Davie
SF State at Chico

Sacramento 63, Chico 21

Monday Nite
Football
Every Monday!
Free Hot Dogs!

| Women’s Volleyball
+

Sonoma

7
|
7

Humboldt
SF State
Hayward

‘|

Stanislaus

Ww

PCT
.800
.750

OVERALL

.667

.500
500
-250
-000

Alabama Slammers

Stanisiaus 3, Hayward 1 (2 games, non-league)

Fresno-Paclic 3, Stanisiaus 1
CSU San Bernardino 3, Stanislaus 0
Humboldt 3, Oregon Tech 0
Humboidt 3, Oregon State 0
Sonoma 3, Humboidt 1

This week

Sonoma at Hayward
UC Davis at Stanislaus

$2 pitchers

Last week
Davie 3, Chico 1
Chico 3, SF State 0

OMnAwaoe n=
>

NCAC
UC Davis
Chico

aOnNa24rF

4
4
34

Fri.

Sat.

Chico at Notre Dame
Chico at Stanislaus

$3 1/2 liter

SF State 3, Hayward 1
Menlo 3, Sonoma 2

World Series
Free Hot Dogs (each
week nite game)
Watney’s & Anchor

Sonoma at Notre Dame
UC Davis at Hayward
Stanislaus
at SF State

Thurs.
Fri,
Sat.

Notre Dame at Cal-Maritime
Hayward at Chico
Notre
Dame at UC Davis

Last week

ONNNO=-NO0 4

Chico 2, Sonoma
2 (OT)
Chico 1, So. indiana 0
Barry College
3, Chico 2
Hayward 1, Notre Dame 0
Stanislaus
4, Notre Dame 0
Sonoma
4, Stanislaus 3
UC Davie
2, Humboldt 1
UC Davie 4, Humboldt 0
UC Davis 2, SF State 1

Stanisiaus at Humboldt

Sun.
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Steam

$5 pitcher

Alabama Slammers $3
1/2 liter

865 9th St.

Stanislaus at Humboldt

Arcata

822-2302
(Please Don’t Drink & Drive

Ex-Winston cigarette model

David Goerlitz
speaks on

Tobacco Advertising

)

in the U.S.
Fri, October 18,

12noon

HEALTH CENTER CONFERENCE RM.
(2nd floor) ¢ LIMITED SEATING!

|

INFO: 826-5015

These

.

are demo

kayaks bought direct from

Prijon and come with a full one year

ARGATA

AUTO

warranty. Right now is a great opportunity
to save on the kayak you've always wanted

Cae,

from Northern Mountain Supply!

T-Canyon reg. $725... SALE $525
T-Slalom reg. 9725... SALE $499
Invader reg. sess... SALE $499
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AT JUNE 30,1991
UNRESTRICTED
GENERAL
Current Assets
Cash On Hand & Commercial Accts
Ceniticates of Deposit and Insured
Market Accounts (Exhiba K)
Total

Fixed

18,465

149,923,

Cash

Current

PLANT

16,485

$
Money

Accounts and Other Receivables
Inventories
Prepaid Expenses
Relundable Deposits
Total

AUXILIARY
ACTIVITIES

DESIGNATED

168,408
47,556

16,707

354,978

316,097

205,055

373,463

332,804

1,685

49,241

80,191

8,226

1,599

8,226
2,420
$=

——

§

____

2,420

226,610

Assets

Assets

Building &
Equipment,

Improvements
Furniture & Fixtures

____89,883

183,829 _

Total
69,683
Less’

Accumulated
Total

Fixed

Depreciation

(

49,017)

Asses

(

40,066

TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES

163,629

226,610

86,553)

97,276
neh
nee

474216

$

511,870

& FUND BALANCES

Current
Liabilines
Bank Overdrah
Notes & Contracts Payables
Accounts Payable
Accrued
Liabilities
Receipts in excess of
Expenditures on specitic
Other

Sponsored Programs
Campus Programs
Liabilities
Total

Current

Fund

Liabilities

201,787

201,787

212,842

206,740

235,100

253,049

Long-term
liabiliies
Contacts Payable
TOTAL
Fund

__ 253,049

LIABILITIES

256,821

198,250 _

Balances

474216

226.610
$ a

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

$

511,870

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY CENTER
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS OF JUNE 30,1991

STUDENT
UNION FUNDS

AUXILIARY
CAMPUS
GENERAL = «€DESIGNATED =86 PLANT) =—ss ACTIVITIES 9 DESIGNATED 8 PROGRAM
aPplmlmlCeDTllllCUeellllllCt—‘ia
tsi
Current

Assets

92,277

34,070

32,459

152,107

487,191

Total Cash

97,350

244,384

521,261

Accounts and Other Receivables
inventories
Prepaid Expenses
Cemer Ans Gram Receivable
Vendor Credit Available

39,092

1,229

Cash On Hand & Commercial
Accounts $
Ceniticaies

of Deposit

Market

Total

Fined

CURRENT
YEAR
TOTAL

Accounts

Current

and

insured

(Exhibit K)

Assets

64,891

$

Total
Accumulated
Total

Fixed

229,096 $

210,322

218,802

690,558

651,660

236,802

1,119,655

1,061,982

217,207
630,627
30,784
248,225

137,867
543,985
77,479
248,225
61,285

2,255,587

2,130,823

510,641
679,186

464,882
470,579

1,189,627
(754,292)

955,461
(676,580)

20,000

$

17,658

$

176,976

630,627
14,764

16,019
248,225

400,686

245,613

1,352,628

Assets
Building & Improvements
Equipment, Furniture & Fixtures

Less

$

Money

Depreciation

324,064
411,591

186,577
267 596

735,655
459,315)

454,172
(_ 294,977)

276,340

Assets

245.613

TOTAL ASSETS

17,058

159,195

276.340

$

435,535

1,511,823

$

238,802

$

cqmene

17,658$

emcee,

2,691,122

| amnesic

278,881

$

2,409,704

LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCES
Current
Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Accrued
Liabilities
Payable Ta/(From) Other Funds
Cenmer Ans Gran Payable
Payable to Other Agencies

20,656
65,526

$

122,626
50,788

143,662 $

$

136,314

1,242

( 1,242)
248,225

0
248,225

0
248,225

17,656

25,479

546,079

468 856

Delersed Revenues
Total

Current

Liabilities

Long-term
liabilities
Contracts Payable

TOTAL LIABILITIES
Fund Balances
TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCES

50,914
107,702

$6,536

0

0

0

°

0

0

0

353,365

0

0

174,656

0

$46,079

468 656

47,321

245,613

276,340

1,336,967

238,602

2,145,043

1,920,848

400,606

$

245.613

$

276,340

$

1,511,823

$

238,002

0
$

17,058
‘

2,691,122 $ sommdeeeebeee
2.409.704
$ eooclomtawee:
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Surfrider takes aim
at state beaches
The Surfrider Foundation is once again making a name
for itself in the legal system, this time by filing a lawsuit
against the California Coastal Commission for imposing
user fees on state beaches.
Surfrider, a surfers’ organization which gained national
coverage last month when it received an out-of-court
settlement from Humboldt County pulp mills, claims the
State’s coastal agency has no right to charge user fees at
state-owned beaches.
The California coastline is known around the world for
its natural beauty and recreational offerings. Year after
year Californians and tourists alike visit state beaches, and
until about 18 months ago, access to those beaches was
free.
In Humboldt County, visitors to Patricks Point, Big
Lagoon and Trinidad State Beach are charged not only for
parking, but simply for strolling on the sand. This wasn’t
the case until the Coastal Commission decided user fees
applied to California’s 400 miles of state beaches as well
as private beaches.
Because the Commission is the agency which issues
permits for coastal development projects, it claims that
user fees on state beaches are justified to maintain ranger
Stations, restrooms, parking lots and trails. Apparently the
Coastal Commission considers these services “developments.”
However, the Coastal Commission has overlooked a
major factor in its justification of these fees — the California Coastal Act, which has been in effect since 1972. It
specifies that state beaches must be accessible to visitors
free of charge, and it is this law that Surfrider plans to cite
in its battle to rid state beaches of user fees.
Even the state Legislature has threatened the Coastal
Commission with action, albeit indirectly. The state

threatened to cut the Commission’s budget by $16 million.
Good move. As implied by this threat, it is not acceptable for the Coastal Commision to ease its budget woes
with the creation of such fees. And that point is moot
anyway — the Commission can’t do it because it’s illegal.
The Lumberjack thinks any court would agree, and
applauds the Surfrider Foundation for once again taking
the lead in ensuring that California’s coastline remains the
way it should — accessible to all.
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I am amazed at the lack of awareness and the
indifference shown in the letter to the editor, “Intelligence-Free HSU,” in which Tim Springer shares
with us his opinion of the Columbus Myth-Free
Zone.
In his statement he describes those of us who
would demand a more truthful account of the Columbus journey as “ostriches with our heads in the
sand,” unwilling to see the light of day. I believe he
missed the point of the initiative which is not to
suppress the story of Columbus but to bring it to
clearer light. We must live up to the rules of this
supposedly democratic society and allow opposing
voices to be heard. Sadly, such a dramatic gesture as
the passing of an initiative is necessary, simply to
see this process through.
In his letter he describes those of us who supposedly lack “common sense” as “denying an event and
attempting to zone it out, because one does not like
itor disagrees with it.” How eloquently he describes
the whole American history as it is told, or more
appropriately put, not told in our classrooms. Especially that of the Columbus voyage which is depicted in history books as a “heroic discovery.” My
definition of a hero is not one who pillages for gold.
Nor would he/she enslave and murder countless
human beings. As for the supposed “discovery,”
one cannot discover something that is already possessed by another.
Troy Mellott
senior, art

advertising revenue, the Associated Students and

James Green, Len DeGroot, Kyle Brink
Photo:
ih
Tom Angel, editor
Tina Bolling,
n Love, Louis J. Cyon, John
Scott Flodin

Zoning: Readers defend Columbus resolution

EO institution.
eral excellence, 1990, Region 11 (California, Arizona,

Nevada and Hawaii) of the Society of Profes-

sional Journalists.

I am writing this letter in response to Tim
Springer’s letter in the Oct. 9 edition of The Lumberjack. I believe Mr. Springer is misguided in his
understandingof the purposeof the Columbus MythFree Zone. I hope that this will clarify the resolution

for him.

The purpose of the Columbus Myth-Free Zone
resolution is not to “change the fact about Columbus,” but to open dialogue about those facts. Although “historical facts are fixed in time” many

people feel that generally not all of those historically fixed facts are explored when it comes to
Columbus’ arrival and the tide of events that followed. There are many historical facts about Columbus and not all of them are pleasant. My research supports the fact that Columbus’ arrival was
the event that began a 500-year history of genocide
(cultural, physical and psychological) against native people in the Americas. This is documented,
historical fact.
The resolution, however, is not focused on Columbus the person but rather on Columbus the
myth. Yes, Columbus was a product of his time.
Yes, the historical scenario would have probably
been the same no matter who had arrived on these
shores. But the Columbus name is the name attached to the myth of discovery and to the day
celebrating that myth. Therefore, the Columbus
Myth-Free Zone resolution carries his name too. It
is a resolution that encourages open dialogue on all
sides of the Columbus Myth. Its purpose is not to
judge history but to discuss and clarify history. I
suggest that Mr. Springer read the Columbus MythFree Zone resolution in its current form. To be
supported by the ASB the resolution’s wording was
reworked several times in an ad hoc committee
assuring that its intent would be clear to all. Its
purpose is to encourage the seeking of truth in the
issue and to openly, safely be allowed to discuss the
many facts surrounding the myth of discovery and
its legacy.
Elizabeth Devine
graduate student, education

1 would like to thank Tim Springer for helping to
illustrate the type of reasoning that leads to promoting truly intelligence-free thought. Since he obviously did not take the time to investigate the Columbus Myth-Free Zone resolution, much less provide
an analytical judgement of it, I suggest he take his
41
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VP responds to criticism
Manuel A. Esteban
GUEST COLUMNIST

In recent weeks, The Lumber-

jack has carried an article and an
opinion column about the recruitment process which led to the ap-

pointment of the sports information director. Both pieces raised
questions about whether the conduct of the search and the subse-

quent behavior of the administration demonstrated a lack of commitment to the letter and spirit of
affirmative action. My own dedication to affirmative action is such
that I believe those questions must
be answered.
There can be no doubt that the
search was flawed. It was flawed
from the outset and our own recruitment procedure and affirmative action guidelines were un-

doubtedly violated. I do not believe, however, that those directly
responsible had a willful intent to
evade affirmative action principles. But that is not an excuse or
justification. Those who were responsible have been officially reprimanded and, at my request, our
personnel and affirmative action

M y own dedication to affirmative action is

such that I
believe those

questions must
be answered.
officers are taking steps to ensure
that future searches in the athletics
department will be conducted

properly.

For those who have become involved in this incident, this experience has been a painful reminder
of how vulnerable policies and
procedures can be to ignorance
and careless zeal.
Butthere was nocover-up.
With
regard to the openness of the campus administration, there has been
no attempt to obscure the truth.
Particulars were withheld initially
because we were in the middle of
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an investigation and we had not
had an opportunity to learn all the
circumstances, Nothing has been
swept under the rug.
This incident
has certainly been
deplorable. But, it should not be
seen as an example of a lack of
commitment
to affirmative action.
On the contrary, because we
moved quickly to reprimand those
involved and have taken immediate steps to ensure that similar
violations never occur again, we
have sent a clear and unambiguous message that the University is
profoundly committed
to affirmative action and will not tolerate
any deviation from this course.
Although I wish wealways conducted ourselves in exemplary
fashion, I am confident that this
incident will strengthen our resolve andcommitmenttocultural,
gender
and ethnic diversity, which
are the foundation that supports
our respect for and obligation to
affirmative action.
Let us redouble our efforts.
Manuel A. Esteban is HSU's
vice president for academic affairs.
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Letters to the editor
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° Continued from previous page
“head out of the sand.” Having made a “spectacle of
himself,” perhaps he should stop “charging at windmills” and read the resolution. Yes, it’s in print. Yes,
it was unanimously approved by the Associated
Student Council. And contrary to his belief that it is
“neither liked nor understood,” it is a growing movement which just may leave him on the other side —

with his head in the sand.

Holly Monks
senior, ITEPP

ered” America is just about as preposterous as the
once widely held “fact” that the Earth was flat. Like
Galileo, the “Columbus-Free” movement is just trying to put a little truth back into history.
Corey Gray
sophomore, physics

Was it worth it, Coach?
Did you see the story about Coach Cheek? While
it did have its bright spots, it made me sad to read it.

He talked about losing touch with his family and

\e

'

OPINION

In response to Tim Springer and his Intelligencefree HSU: For one thing, you had to think about
whether Columbus really did discover America! The
information disproving
the Columbus myth is everywhere you look. The Myth-Free Zone approved by
a means for all students on
the Council represents
campus to be guaranteed a diverse education, including the need to place HSU in the forefront of seeking
truth. There are over 15 different people who may
have “discovered America.”

Did you even read what the Council voted on?
David Whitman
senior, history

In the Oct. 9 issue of The Lumberjack, a student
wrote a letter against the “ludicrous” idea of making
HSU a “Columbus-Free Zone.” After reading the
letter, I felt compelled to point out to the letter’s
author that the campaign for a “Columbus-Free
Zone” isn’t just another extremist liberalistic hippie
movement. (The school has too many of those as is.)
One of the primary goals of making HSU “Columbus-Free” is to educate. The idea that Columbus

“discovered” America is one of the biggest and

easily refutable fallacies that has been taught in
school since the conception of our educational syswants to point
tem. The “Columbus-Free” movement
out the historical fact that America has been occupied by Native Americans for thousands of years.
To believe in the “fact” that Columbus “discov-

losing a friend becauseof competitiveness. The most
amazing part was how he felt compelled to finish a
wrestling match with a dislocated shoulder. (Ouch!)

The article was about Frank Cheek, but it could
have been about
a lot of men. I’m amazedat what we
as men are expected to sacrifice for our careers. Of
course the coach has been rewarded
a lot too. I can’t
help but wonder if it’s been worth it to him and his
family, though.
Don Naylor
senior, industrial technology

Yo! drop us a line
Hey you...don’t just sit
there, get involved in your
world, and let "em know how
ya feel.
Send Letters to the Editor

to The Lumberjack, Nelson
Hall East 6 (the basement).
Letters must be received by 5
p.m. Friday, and they must
be limited to 250 words.
Please include your name,

major, year (or address in the
case of non-students) and

phone number.
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Propaganda Filters:
cool taste, less tar
Let’s be honest, smoking is cool.
Yeah, yeah, I know all about emphysema, heart disease and the
fact that more people die each year from smoking than were killed
during World War II. No

one said it was good for
you — I just said it was

you

But, as Beau Redstone

4

|

Did : write ||

7"

#/4j

reported in a recent article this
in The Lumberjack, the
smoker has been marked

,

,

Muceuilamati Cites

with a scarlet letter.
Huddled in corners, relegated to back alleys by the dumpster, the
smoker has been ostracized by society in a manner which would
have made Joseph McCarthy proud.
But with the latest wave of fanaticism there has been an attempt
to remove smoking from our culture, and I shudder to think of the
consequences.
I remember sitting in my ninth-grade science class watching one of those old black- and-white films produced by Monsanto
or DuPont which told us how the wonders of chemicals would
save us all from ourselves.
And who delivered this message? Why, a trusting science-guy
clad in a white frock with, of course, a perpetual torch of tobacco
smoldering in his hand.
Smoking once meant something to society, and now we want to
pretend it never existed.
If Edward R. Murrow could see us now.
Already we have bastardized the classic movies of the past by
smearing color across the film. Try and picture these classics
without the proverbial butt.
What is Bogey supposed to do when he is seeing off Ingrid
Bergman? Come to think of it, imagine Bogey doing anything
without a haze of smoke around him.
Or what about that famous scene in which (choose your own
actor) lights two cigarettes in his mouth and passes one to (choose
your own actress). Take away the cigarette and what's he supand get hers nice and
posed to do— put two lollypops in his mouth
slimy before he sticks it in her mouth?
are part of our past, and it seems some of today’s
Cigarettes
public figures could do with a nice stick of nicotine.
Picture it: President Bush is live on national television readying
himself for a meeting before Congress and the nation.
Suddenly, the camera’s eye zooms in on young Dan Quayle
sitting in a chair on the tier, poised above our peerless leader. The
vice president leans back, throws his feet up and pulls a pack of
Marlboro reds out of his pocket, lighting up as he reflects on his
leader’s words.
Or how about the bridge of the starship Enterprise?
No one notices that on Kirk’s magic chair — right behind the
phaser controls — is a sleek little ashtray.
“Spock, let me bum a cigarette off you until payday,” says Kirk
as he walks onto the bridge.
“Sorry captain, you know I smoke menthols,” says the Vulcan
(figures, coming from a guy with green blood).
“How about you Scotty? Spot me one, bro,” asks the desperate
starship commander.
“But Captain! You borrowed three from me yesterday and |
only got two left in my pack! I don’t think I can spare another,”
Scotty insists.
“Dammit man! I don’t want excuses, I want cigarettes,” replies
the great one.

I tried smoking for about a year, but I confess I was just not
cool enough to pull it off. I held the cigarette awkwardly, and
when I brought it to my mouth, my lower lip stuck out like I had
just come from the dentist and was filled with Novocain.
With all the pressure from every level of society today, only the
stalwarts remain with cigarette in hand.
But I think these few should take consolation when the heat is
on to “kick.”
Consider the source of pressure: Who gets involved in all these
anti-smoking groups? Why, ex-smokers of course.
It appears jealousy lurks under a veil of concern, as the folks
who yell the loudest are no doubt the ones who miss their habits
the most. Why not just mellow out and light up?
You're not going to live forever, and I’ve heard they really
satisfy.
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mmowss Calendar
ednesday
Music
Jambalaya: Jambalaya Blues Jam.

Concerts
Women’s Chorus, directed by Lourin
Plant, 8 p.m. in Fulkerson Recital Hall,
free.

Thursday

Sunday

Friday
Music

Music

Jambalaya: Dr. Ross and the Soul Twisters.
Hotel Arcata: Mike Labolle, solo vibraphone, no cover.
North Coast Inn: Bishop Mayfield.
Theater
Modern adaptation of a scene from the first
act of Henry the IV, “Metal Henry,” 4 p.m.
in GH 2.

Jambalaya: Acoustic Talent Night with
Jim Silva.

Monday
Music

“Cabaret,” 8 p.m. in Van Duzer Theater,

Music

Jambalaya: Jazz Bone.
Theater
Theater arts department presents “‘Cabaret,”

8 p.m. in Van Duzer Theater, $5, $2.50.
Et cetera
Poetry reading by Edward Kleinschmidt
and Frances Mayes, 8 p.m. (with an infor-

$5, $2.50.
Et cetera
“Tobacco Advertising in the United States”
lecture by ex-Winston model, noon in the
Health Center Conference Room.
AIDS Project quilt on display in West
Gym.
,
Humboldt Folklife Society potluck dinner,

Jambalaya: Teddy Taylor and Francis
Vanek, jazz.

Et Cetera

“Influencing Social Policy and Clinical
Practice: A Nurse-Researcher’s Perspective,” Scholar of the Year lecture by
Marshelle Thobaban, 5 p.m. in Van Duzer
Theater, free.
Scholars of the Year benefit dinner, 7 p.m.
in the Depot. Ticket information at 8263949.
Blood Drive, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Kate
Buchanan Room.
Peace Corps presentation, “Teaching
Nutrition in Jamaica,” 5 p.m. in NHW 232.

7 p.m. at Veteran’s Hall in Arcata, $4, $3.50
members.

mal discussion at 2 p.m.) in Kate Buchanan

Room, free.
Substance Abuse Resource Center sponsors “A Discussion of Concerns About
Alcohol,” 7 p.m. in Siemens Hall 117.
AIDS Project quilt on display in West
Gym.
Student Access Gallery hosts drawings by
Steve Dietl, Noah Bell, Carlos Salas and
Debbi Robinson in the Karshner Lounge.

Blood drive

Saturday

Oh, do you know how informed we would be
if those in the know brought the known to,
you know, NHE 6 by 5p.m. this Friday?

Music
Jambalaya: Bishop Mayfield Band.
Hotel Arcata: Mike Labolle, no cover.
North Coast Inn: Dave Trabue and
Roundup.

itt the mowed...

Concerts

Arcata
1036GSt.
“Dead Again,” 7:45 and 9:45.

CenterArts presents O.J. Ekemode, 9 p.m.

in Old Creamery Dance Center, $10, $7.
Music Faculty Artists Series presents The

Midnight showing of “Wizards.”

Bresquin Trio, 8 p.m. in Fulkerson Recital

Oct. 21

HSH

history

lesson

This month in 1971, HSC was facing
problems like a lack of housing, parking
and wheelchair access.
Perhaps as a way to deal with these
issues, the Students International Meditation Society sponsored a free transcenden-

tal meditation class.
The Lumberjack also ran a two-page
photo spread on “The Changing Face of G

St.”

Minor

Hall, $4, $1 students.
Theater
“Cabaret,” 8 p.m. in Van Duzer Theater,

$5, $2.50.
Et cetera

Students Leadership Conference, 8:30
a.m.-5:30 p.m. in NHE 214.

.

$

1015 HSt.

“The Ballad of Sad Cafe,” 7:10.
“Robin Hood—Prince of Thieves,”
8:30.

“City Slickers,” 7 and 9:20.
© All Shows start Thursday. Additional
e program information 822-5171.

Volleyball
Vs. CSU Hayward, Friday at 7:30 p.m.
Vs. San Francisco State, Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
Soccer

Vs. Cal State Stanislaus, Saturday at 1 p.m. and
Sunday at 11 a.m.

CLASSIFIED
ATTENTION

your term papers, résumés, notes and
reports quickly, neatly & accurately-in
only one day! $2.50 per page. Contact

OPPORTUNITIES
MODELS

WANTED

FOR

SALON.

Looking for females wanting shorter
haircuts. Please call Marjorie at 822-

1384.

FOR SALE

PERSONALS

KAYAKS, USED AND BARELY USED.

GREAT SHIRTS, ENGINEERING
CLUB! Where did y ou find a printer to

All major models. Great prices. Used
kayak gear. Dry suits. Free instruction
with purchase and access to other beginners.
943-3547.
11/6

Cathy at 822-4328.

do all those light colors on such dark
shirts?

SCARIFICATION AND BODY ART-(f
you have experience with anything like
this, | want to hear from you! Cail Bea,
the freelance interviewer: 839-4966

STEELHEAD-SALMON ANGLERS:
New MAD RIVER T-shirts with “Fish

10/23

On" logo. Made locally. Get yours now!

Great gift idea.

r

o

IF YOU HAVE ASSIGNMENTS THAT
NEED

TYPING!

Henderson

call

Mearl

MUST

Street Word processing.

443-2996.

11/6

fessional word processing service.
Fast, accurate, friendly & reasonable.
Laser printing/disc storage. 445-1814.
12/11

For your fraternity, sorority, team

Lots of fun!

SESCLUTELY
WG UOCEST RNY RE QHEDI
CALL

1-800-950-8472,

ext.

CK OUT OUR COFFEE FLAVOR-OF-

more? KATHY WILL COME TO YOUR
RESCUE! Call 839-5944.
10/16

#1 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE: Your

TYPING, WORD PROCESSING, EDITING, proofreading, tutoring. Call Mary

less than 7 days.

fraternity,

muffins every morning at the SPJ cof-

You pay absolutely

nothing. Call: 1-800-735-2077 Ext. 3.
11/13

|

University Ticket Office,
Nelson Hall

CARTOONIST/ARTIST WANTED for
a personal tattoo design. Will pay for
time spent. Call Eric at 829-0886. 10/16

Kim at 822-4274. Let a professional
writer edit, rewrite & type your assign-

10/16

up to you. This is interesting! Curly
SIGHTSEEING PARTNER WANTED
to accompany me on a tour of the shops
and boutiques of Humboldt County.
Must have a valid major credit card and
proof of a hefty savings account.
Marcella

THRILLS

Place ads at the

Ye)

DO YOU WISH YOU COULD GET A'S
ON YOUR TERM PAPERS? If so, call

|

THRILLS - ACTION - EXCITING: New
MAD RIVER T-shirts with Steelhead
Art. Made locally. The shirt people
wear. Time Flies, Arcata (behind the
co-Op) and Eureka Fly Shop.
10/23

10-5:30 daily
wn on A

OK, | was look-

ing. What do we do next? I'm apersonals column virgin, so the next move is

RIGHT HERE IN
THE LUMBERJACK
CLASSIFIED ADS!

group can earn between $500-1000 in

10/16

DYIN' TA MEETCHA!

and make $$$$$

sorority, or other campus

plus great bagels and

fee stand, by the fountain in Theater
Arts. Fast, friendly service!

sell some of your extra
stuff,

50

Doug

THE-WEEK,

You can lighten your load,

or other campus organization.

NEED HELP balancing checkbook,
typing term papers, keeping bills paid
or organized, keeping house clean &

ments for $3 per page.

too!

SELL!!! Catamaranin
goodcon-

STUDENTS!! STAY ALERT, FOCUS,
CONCENTRATE and study more effectively.
Get WOW at the Giant's
Cupboard (JGC). 822-6979 for more
info.
10/16

NEED IT TYPED? Try Martha's pro-

Jo. 822-2027.

all the Crew Team screen printing. Absolutely Topps did a great job for us,

10/23

dition with trailer $375.
822-5655

at

ROBIN, thanks for telling me who does

Time Flies, Arcata/

Eureka Fly Shop.

SERVICES

—

H@y!

Photos taken at the

SPJ Lumberjack Days booth
can be picked up in

>>MONDAY NIGH
T FOOTBALL

Nelson Hall, Room 6 (basement)

this week!

Happy Hour prices from kick off to the end of the game
_ Free Hot Dogs
Tequila Touchdowns $1.25
64 0z. pitchers $3.00
Jack Daniels Sack Shot $1.25
Glass of Coors $.75

SCeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eee
ee eee
ee

ees

STUDENTS! | will type
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“YSHAPPY HOUR

Secretary of State James
Baker and Iraqi Fagg
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than SET
cussion

64 oz. pitchers

Every day 4 -8

Glass of draft 75¢
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"Iam discouraged."

Aziz, .segueaiee-

lf the press didn't
tell us, who would?

Coast Jam

4975 Valley West Bivd.- Arcata » CA 95521 + (707) 822-4861

levaner anacei Sgharatavava’ er ar araras as eras ara

Dex.

Aziz talks were the@high-

Free to get in

North

Se

sometimes, consider the
alternative.

Oct. 18

Funkmaster Bishop Boogies
at the North Coast Inn
Dave Trabue & Roundup

at.

to news fron Sime,

For those of you who
think the press goes too far

N
aS

Bishop Mayfield

‘

:

f
fo

Free Munchies 4 - 6 pm Monday - Friday

jy

;

is running out."
President Bush, responding

= between heads of state.
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Ecuador

“It was meant as a human interest, almost
humorous photo,” Allyn said. “(It was) not taken

° Continued from front page
become a holy place for Indians and Latinos.
“As anon-Catholic, I haven’t been exposed to
that type of religious fervor. For the Ecuadorans,
this was no picnic. It was a serious emotional
experience. Here I was, 25 miles from nowhere,
at 13-14,000 feet surrounded by the pilgrims.
There were loudspeakers playing religious music
and the same woman who first saw the Virgin
provided inspirational readings between songs,”

he said.
Another interesting photograph in the exhibit
shows a fountain built by Spaniards in front of a

cathedral with two little girls urinating beside it.

to provoke a negative reaction.”
The only portrait in the collection is “Captain
Segundo.” It shows the captain of the boat which
carried Allyn to the Galapagos Islands.
“Probably 99 percent of all visitors to the
islands fly into their one airport. Some credit
must be given to Ecuador’s government and
other groups — they ve done their best to preserve
the natural habitats of the island’s extraordinary

animals,” Allyn said.
The Galapagos Islands make up Ecuador’s
famous national park. The islands are located on
the equator where the El Nifio and Humboldt
currents collide, allowing drastic differences in
the many species of wildlife.
The islands’ animals have no predators and are

unafraid of each other or even of wandering

Photographers.
Although Allyn is first

and foremost acultural
history professor, he has had other exhibitions
of his photography. In 1972
he had his first show

at the Mad River Hospital — 30 photos, mostly
from West Africa. In 1989 and 1990, Allyn
displayed photos of Namibia’s people and
cultural interests in the HSU Library and at
Artifax, an Arcata clothing store.
“I make no pretense of being an authority on
Latin America
or Ecuador. My field of expertise
is in Africa and the Middle East. I leamed from
the people of this beautiful country and plan to

one day return there to learn more,” Allyn said.
The photos will be up until Tuesday in the
Trucas Gallery, located at Los Bagles Cafe, 321

(PAOLA ORL
AWAPUH

Kate Mott as a

Planned Parenthood
employee. Mott
works for the

Humboldt County
Health Department.

The Lumberjack
regrets the error and
any confusion it may
have caused.

Third St., Eureka.
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-

In the Oct. 9
Lumberjack, an
article in the Science
section misidentified

Aan aes

|

We're open

Monday - Friday
8:30 am - 5:30 pm
as well as Saturdays

Valley
West
y . eet
fee

Valley West Shopping Ctr.

10am-2pm

(Giuntoli Ln. off Ramp)

Open longer

822-5991
MWFS 9-5:30
TTh 9-7

nals saion (Walk-Ins Welcome)
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to better serve
your travel needs.

843 Tenth St. « Arcata « 822-1787
“Serving Area Travelers Since 1973"

Early momings & evenings by appt.

LIVE FOLK MUSIC * TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS « INTERNATIONAL MAGS, NEWSPAPERS © FROG POND

ae ;

COFFEEHOUSE
° CAPPUCINO
¢ PASTRIES
° FIREPLACE
° JUICE BAR
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OPEN EVERY Day
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS

—D
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SUNDAY - THURSD
NOONAY:
TO 11°M

FRIDAY & SATURDNOON
AY:TO 1 AM
— Gift Certificates Available —

CORNER STH & J STREETS, ARCATA ¢ CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

